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NOTICE!

On account of the ptessmen'a strike in New York, we are compelled to iuue this number in its present form. As soon as the difficulcy is adjusted, the normal appearance of this
weekly will be resumed.-Tb e Publisher.

PICKET D

HE ·Ll:BERT¥
t

-OR-

WORST OF DANGERS
FACING THE
_.,
..
By HARRY MOORE
CB.APTER I.
ON THE SALUD.A.

swift swin ' nround an .d a 'Yigorous kick disposed of the t
ruffians.
i ting on the grbund in a v i :>'
Lea\ ing th two bu lie
dazed conUition. the boys da:.hed toward t he other t · '
scoi,mdrels.
t the au1e time two or t ree tr).ore J;Uen came out o
log t·a bin not far distf.nl, carryi g bundles.
"Reiea. that old man ." ried I.lob.
Dick ~ u:d nothin , but g;1i·c one of .tJte men a remendc; 1s
blow on <he side of the head, wllich !Staggered 1i .
Bob sei~ed th other. by the shoulders and .spun i
like a to •
Both boys p sses d great strenitth, an th
thorough! ast nishl .
he ir had ~ t• va rd the road b:i.ck of th 1iouse an<l
as no calling to ome one.
The t o men whom the boys had first {lttac ed, he ot er
arrying bundle , n w all attacked the bo ·s.
two and th th
Th ~ ti e th la ter did not depend upop t ir fists.
instant tach had drawn a brace of heavy pistol
Iri
d
l·r · ~ were others in their belts to use wh.en th
bee11 . charged.
'' St. 1 l ac ~" crietf Dick.
answer for . the consequences."
"Put do1in th m pi·» QI , . young rebels!" na ed the 1 u
whom Dk'.. h .j :l . I .
k,in
l c was n eYil·
seemed to be the leader.
nd
"No," said Dick. "Leave hose bundle
once or some f you wlll have to be carrie4. 1
"Now, then. d,own with the ·youn~ r bets '
"All together, now!"
The men were bout to ma e a rush. when a ringin~ che
was heard and half a dozen gallant lads in uniform aud ~in(I
mounted came dashin around the corner .of he og cabm.
These were ome o the Liberty Boys, led !ff . fark lo
rison, the second li utenant, mounted on a l>ig gray.
Just behind him wa a dashing-looking boy, ri~ing a fo
bay mare.
This was Jack Warren,
as one would often .meet.
Behi11d him were two young fell ows riding a 1.mi.r

~BE

LIBERT_l.' BOYS OF 'JG. '

Old District Ninety-six was so called because it wu
ninety-s ix miles from the frontier fort, Prince George.
I t was in th e easter n part of Abbeville district, near
the borders of E d gefi eld, and within six mVes of the Saluda
N o portion of the State suffered more during the war,
as it was a neutral ground and was roamed over by Whigs
and Tories alike and contests between them were most freq uent.
T he little village of Ninety-six was stockaded to defend it fro m the inv asio n s of the hostile Cherokees, and,
after the fa ll of Charleston the British made it one of their:,
i nter:o ~· po5ts.
It was in a posit ion to ma intain communication with the
In-iians, k~ep \ , higs in check and protect the Loyalists,
ann it affo rded an c.xcellen t recruiting station for the collec.tion of T ory material in th at quarter.
A t th e t ime of o ur st ory it was garriso ned by something
over five hundred L oyalists fro m N ew Yo rk, New Jersey
and South Caolina, commanded by LieutL.. ant-Colonel Cruger of New York.
Lear. in~ t iat. Gr ee!le wa s approaching, Cruger began
'
streni;theumg h 1~ fortt cat ions .
Ile had a lr eady bui lt a s to ckaded fort on the borders o(
the village with the a dditio n of a ;;ta r redoubt.
This wa~ ~trengthened, a p ar apet was r aised, a ditch was
dug aro und it, a nd a covered way communicating with the
village was prepa red.
Block ho uses, fo r med of notched logs, were erected on
the n? rth e 0:ster~ side of the village, and by the time ot
G r e ~n s arrival · seemed to be utterly impregnable to the
patriot army.
Gree ne had one thousand men, and was aided by Count
Kos ciusko, who at o n ce began the construction of a series
of,' parallels by which . to approach the enemy's works.
~aptain."
he camp of the Liberty Boys was in the woods a mile
"We a r e always r eady t o go to the aid of th ose i n distress " or I two
'
from Ninety-six.
'
'Was Dick's r eply.
coal-black
splendid,
a
upon
sprang
Dick
this,
g
Reachin
"Those m en wo ul d h ave r obbed,_ an d perhaps murdered
my gi;andfat her an d ca r ried me off, but or y our inter- hor se of pure Arabian blood and rode off to see General
Gree ne.
ference."
T he general's in structions were that the Liberty Boys
"\\' ho are they?"
"Tod Bluff and a p art of his T ory ga n g. He is leagued we re t o act as a picke t guard around Ninety-six and obtain all the information concerning the enemy that they
ith Bill Cunningham, of whom y ou m ay hav e hea rd." '
cu uld.
"Yes, but not of Bluff.'"'
Th y were to drive back rallying and scouting parties,
"He was t he man with th e beard, the fir st man to g et
preve nt a ny one L orn go ing in or out, inte r cepting supa way when the boys ca me u p."
p1ies an d ha rass the enemy all they could.
• 'He is a coward, as we ll as a bull y and scoun drel t hen?"
"'Yo u will have t o face the worst of dangers," said the
. "Yes. But are you, boys soldiers? You seem yo ung fo r
gene. rat ; ""but I know th at you are reliable and that I can
, hat."
.
''We are some of the L ibert y Boys," a nd D ick r api dly tr ust you."
int roduced t he differen t boys.
"We are ready to go wherever duty calls, General,..
"My name is Mary Nesbitt 1" th e gi rl said. "This is m y said Dick. "And the worst of the dangers have no terrors
ra ..:father. My fat her is in the a rmy. My brother Jim for us."
working a m ile o r t wo a way."
T hey would be exposed to attacks from the enemy,
"Does Tod Bluff live in t he ne ig hbo rhood?"
f'ro m t he hostile Indian s and from the predatory bands of
He used to live in Ninety-six village, bu t he isn't th ere To ri es, a nd t hey would have to exercise constant vigil' ery often. H e ro ams over t he district with his gang, a nd an ce
, ~ ometimcs goes with Bi ll Cun11ingham."
Me n like Bill Cun nir. g ham would try to find and break
"\Ve will have ,to k ceµ watc h on him," shortly.
up their camp . an d the enemy would lose no opportUIUty ot
men
the
e
"He always att acks defense less people, o r wher
.
cu tt ing off th eir pickets.
have gone.away fo r a time."
The Indi ans, restless at time s, could easily be incited·
" There are many like him, and not all Tor ies, I am sorry aga inst t hem , an d t hey would be exposed consta ntly to p~J.:
·
to say."
of a ll sort s.
"Yes. I know of some. Still. I am glad t o k now that
T hey w ere hardy, young fellows, however, and there
t here a re plenty of r e.a l p at riots. You boys are such I was n ot one who was not thoroughly
devoted to the
)!:now."
cause.
'\ \. l\t thi s mom en t t h e tramp of h orses was hea rd, a n d a
No t only that, but they had long seen active service a.M
.o zen mo r e Liberty Boys come in sight.
we re used t o be ing- undtlll" fiJM.
O ne of th ese, a han dsome boy on a w hite horse, disD ick Sla ter himseii was thoronghly courageC11J~ will!'.~
ou nted.
Bob, Mark, Jack, Ben, the two Hurys and a llQ>w ~
d.
sai
he
ne,"
Gree
" From General
1
were brave to rashness and rearea notning.
,Dick read the -iispatch an d said:
D ick . ha d perfe ct confidence in all the boys, and they wer
Come.
inety-six.
N
around
duty
"\Ve are to go on picket
th ro ughly de\ o led t o him.
l e m ust be off!"
Leavin g t he general, Dick set out for his own camp.
Ou the way he determined to have a look at the enemy,
a nd if possible to see if Tod Bluff and his ·Tories had their
C H APTER II.
quart ers in the neighborhood.
Somet ime s these bands were quite large and had extensive
SPYING UPON THE ENEMY.
camps.
Agai n t hey hun g about the wciods or swamps and
Boys took a hasty leaye of l\1ary and h er
then rode off toward ' District Ninety-six, •made sudden sallie s upon the patriots, never being long
in one . place.
dista nt.
They were Harry Thurbe r and H arry Judso n, fast friends
and ir>t-ep ara ble companions, being known as t he two Ha rrys.
\\Tith th em were Ben Spurlock a n d Sam Sander son, two
jo ll y lookin g boys, also well mou,n t ed.
The six now race d fo rwar d with a cheer, and then two
m ore boys appeared.
The T ories, seeing t he o dd s against the m, fl ed in all directions.
Three of t hem got into the b oat an d p ulled rapidly out
upon the river.
One mau attempting to get in to the boat fell ioto t he
water and S c t up a trc.mendous shout.
T:.e others took to the woods at oue side and speedily
d isappeared.
The man in the rh-er swam speed"ly down stream .md
was soon out of sight.
" \\'ell, Dick, what was it all about?" asked Mark.
"\Ve hear.cl the girl calling," added Jack, "and knew
that ~omethrng was wrong."
'AH' the Dootc h;non an' me~elf wqr the lasht av a ll.'·
said a rosy-faced Irish boy, one of the pai r who had . last
arrived.
~e was Patsy Brannigan, the company cook, one of th e
~!uef funmakers of the camp and as brave as a lion.
'"Ya, 'Jut Jot don\1 was our fault," an"wered his com panion, a fat Ger man boy.
His name was Carl Gookenspieler a nd he an d Pat sy
'
>ere fas t friends.
The old man, seeming· g reatl y exhausted was now sitting
'
a bench alongside the cabin doo r .
lhe bo_Ys dismounted a nd the girl, co mi ng forward,
d to Dick:
"I am great ly obliged t o you fo r yiour t imely a ssistance,

's

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.
Dick had seen Bluff. for a short time only. but would know
the fellow again, as he never forgot a face or a voice.
Riding on where the woods bordered the road on both
sides, Dick at length met two or three evil-looking rr.en
on foot.
Dick looked sharply at them, but did not recognize any
of them.
"Do yer think yer'll know us again when yer see us, y~r
rebel ?" as ked one .
"Yes, I certainly shall," was Dick's reply.
" Wull, yer may see us sooner'n yer expect."
"Perhaps; but I am not counting' on enjoying the pleasure
of your acquaintance."
" Don't yer git t oo sassy, yer rebel! Et don't hurt ter
be civil."
" You are none too civil yourself. You started calling me
a rebel in the beginning."
" vY all, ain't yer one?"

"No."

" What y er got on thet there uniform fur then, cf yer

ain't?''

"I am a patriot.

We do not know any rebels."
"Huh ! Ye' re mighty purtic'lar, I reckon. Every one
calls yer rebels, an so yer be."
''Do you three belong to Tod Bluffs gang of Tories?"
Dick a sked.
'
" Dunno what ye're talkin' erbout," coloring. " Dunno enny
sech pusson."
• "Take ca re that yo u don't, then , for he's a scoundrel and
we mean lo run him out of the district."
" Huh! l 'll tell hif!! ef I see him," grunted the man, and
be >Ve nt on w it h hi s companions.
" If I am not mistaken, they do belong to the gang," was
Dick's t ho ug ht, "and they will tell Bluff what I said."
Dick was not afr aid of letting the Tories know of his
intentions, h owever ; and, in fact, he was just as well satisfied that they did.
Dismounti ng, he left Major, his black Arabian, under
trees and st ole throu gh the woods after the three men.
" Hu!:>.! T hem youn g rebels is gettin' right pert, seems ter
me, Josh way," said one.
" Recko n they be, Eli. Tod'll feel glad to hear what
they think on hi m."
"Shou ld n't wo nder ef he did. He allus did like ter have
folks thi11 k highly of him."
" S houldn't wonder ef thet was ther young feller what
made trouble fur Tod this mornin'."
" Reckon it was."
Dick fo llowed the men, saw them turn down a little
lane and then trailed them to a camp in .a deep wood.
Here he saw Tod Bluff and a number of the men he had
seen in the morning.
" They have a camp, then," he said to himself. "The 59oner
we break it up, then, the better."
He noticed the size of the camp and its position and the
number of men it would hold, and then began to steal
awa y.
He suddenly stepped upon a dry twig, which brQke with a
fired on him.
··~V hat 's that?" cried several of the Tories, springing to
their feet.
Dick made off rapidly, but was seen.
"There's t her puky rebel now!" cried' one.
"That's Dick £.:cs:ter! Ketch him!" shouted Bluff.
.A num.}.;r set off in pursuit of Dick, and some of them
fire~. on imn.
Dick returned the fire of the Tories and caused several
;-J them to jump.
''Juttll him!" l'oared B1aff. '"There's er reward out for

w

rebt::i ~· ·

"::1!e '".' :'"'ries came swarming after him in ma'fiy dit:ections,
11fying t o overtake him or to head him off.
'
Dick t ook a short cut through the woods, reached Major
and, sprin ging into the saddle, he l'ode off.
A numb er of shots flew after him, but all went wild.
"I know where their camp is, at any rate," thought Dick,
"and if they do not move we will drive them out."'
Then he rode on, and before IQng was reconnoitering
the enemy's works from the shelter of a wood.
Climbing a tree, he looked down upon some of the block·
hOllses and saw mc1:1 working. inside the-stocka.iles.

He might have been a mark for some sharpshooter's, had
there been any around.
1:
Descending the tree he'mounted Major and rode rapidly
to another part of the defences, getting a look at these from
the top of another treetop.
"They look strong," he said; "but we may be able to
carry them for all that," and then he rode back to the
camp.
CHAPTER III.
LURKING ENEMIES.

That afternoon Dick had his camp moved nearer to the
enemy's lines, the better tn enable the Liberty Boys to act
as a picket guard.
It was probable that he would change its location again
if the enemy discovered where it was,
.
Dick's idea was to keep moving and to watch the enemy
from different points.
By this means they would never be! certain of his position,
and he could keep a better watch upon them.
He saw Tod Bluff..and the 'Tories, upon which he meant to
make a descent, all in good time.
There were other things to be seen to first, and the Tories
might leave uf their own accord.
Directly the boys moved the camp all got busy and put
things in shape.
Then Patsy said to Carl:
"Corne on out wid me, Cookyspil!er, an'· we'll get somethin' to ate."
''Was you been hungry?" asked Carl, who was sitting
in the tent, mending a pair of breeches.
HNo, Oi'm not; but the byes will be, an' Oi want to have
somethin' ready for thim."
'Dot was different. Will you waited to I put on mein
b,recches."
"Ye have thim on already. How many do yer wear at a
toime?"
"I was meant dese what I was mendt."
"Sure an' phwat soort av talk is that ?" laughed Patsy.
"What der madder was mit dot?" snapped Carl, who was
peppery at times.
'
''Yez said ye meant what yez meant. Av coorse ye do
an' aon'y fool wud know that."
J
"J sayed 1 was meaned dose breeches what I was mended
alretty. Don"t dot was plain enough?"
.a
"Yiz now it is; but hurry up. I can't wait Jill day."
j'
Cart' fixed up his old breeches and set out with Patsy, car·
rying a musket on his shoulder.
"Maybe we was met ein bear or somedings, und we go
1
ein shoot at him," he remarked.
"Yis but Oi'd rather see a rasher av bacon mesilf.'~'
~
"Dot bakon don'd was runed arouind legs."
.-0
"Sure it does. Did yez niver see a pig, Cookyspiller?
"Humbug! Dot don'd was been bacon to it was deadt
Picks is picks, und bacon---"
"Is very foine to ate wid pitaties or a bit av corn brea~
phwin it is noiceiy froied."
cl
"Ya I bet me; but dot was bunged up by der iimokehouse;; dQ.t don' d went aroundt mit legs, I toldt. you.'".. ~
"Sure it does. but niver moind, I'll get glad .av ann
thing."
·
.
1 1 I ! !.iH!f.
On went the boys into the woods, and presently Ca 1.
11
heard the fluttering 6f wings among the trees.
He raised !:Us musket, fired and brought down a bir~
which he coulo put in his waistcoat pocket.
"Sure dat's murtherr1 laughed Patsy. "Phwy did ye
0
kill a bird !oike that?"
,
"Well, I don'd was saw him. How I was knowed thau
him wasn't more bi gger ?"
"Sure don't yez lm1>w it's not the saison for birruds no
anyhow ?"
'
"Well, I was shooted some<tinirs, anyhow."
"Yis, so ye did, but load up again, 'tbCC'c's somebod
comin'."
,
Footsteps were heard approaching, and in a few moment
two evil-looking men came out into the open where the bo)
were.
h
••
Patsy did nrt like th~r looks, but said nl)thing.
h
"Lookin' f(:_-game?" asked one.
"No, Oi'm not. It's not the s,a ison. Tac DootchJJJh
do•'t ~Gw it, though.''
0

/
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With the rapidity of li ghtning, he turned and whipped,
out a brace of pistols.
"On guard, Jack! " he hissed . "Take aim!"
Jack's musket was in a position in a m oment.
Both the boys fell back as the Tories made a.. rnsh, bran..
dishing their clubs.
,
They thought that they might even yet have time to deal
one or two deadly blows at the boys.
They did not count upon Dick Slater's' quickness, however.
Crack-crack-crack!
"Fire, Jack!"
Dick fired two or three shots with great rapidity, and
Jack blazed away with his trusty musket at the advancing
Tories.
A bullet struck Bluff' s club and sent it flyin f out of his
hands.
Another carried' away his round hat, and a third passed
through the sleeve of his coat .
Then Jack threw his musket over his shoulder, wh'ippeci
out his pistols and began p eppering the To ries in the
liveliest fai;hion .
At the first shot the Liberty Boys were aroused.
Following the direction of the sounds, they arrived upon
the scene as Jack began to discharge his pistols ,
me.,, '
The Tories were making off \Vith great rapidity, th<t re"Thin don't go so fasht."
ception they were getting being altogether too wam1\ for
Patsy suddenly stopped, turned abruptly and whipped out them.
a couple of pistols.
"Down with the sneaks, boys !" cried D ick. " Let them
The boys showed such a '-determined front that the Tories have it!"
decided to let them alone and withdrew.
The boys poured in a rattling volley, and there were
Then the two plucky fellows returned to the camp.
yells from the Tories as they received painful, if not seriThe fires were lighted, and the boys sat around, talking. ous, wounds .
. laughing and sin gi ng and enj9ying themselves, as a lot of
It was not Dick's intention to kill the scoundrels ; but
'healthy, vigorous boys might.
to teach them to keep their distance.
" There was a fl!ll moon, b~t. the woods beyond the camp
The boys fired at random, therefore, but some of the
were dark, affordmg good h1dmg places for enemies, both
shots were sure to hit the mark.
man and beast.
Jack hit one of the prowlers in the leg and sent him
The pickets were set and the boys kept a tareful w;i.tch
tumbling into the bushes. with a howl.
·
upon the camp and saw that no one approached it.
Ben Spurlock gave another scalp wound and caused
I Beyond the ca_ll?P lurked1 evil men, however, spying upon
him to give a yell of ra ge.
the boys and wa1tmg for some of them to come out.
The two Harrys and Sam each hit the trees close to the
' Jack Warren, his musket on his shoulder was parading
Tories and caused them to ha sten their step s.
.
bis beat when Dick came along,
'
There was a perfect fu sillade fo r a fe w moments, the
• In the woods, not f.ar away, lurked Tod Bluff <1nd some
Tories hurrying into the woods at full speed. , L
pf the Tories.
The boys did not pursue them , and in a Short time the
i , They 't\'.ere arme~ with stout club$, which would be quite
.as effective as pistols at short r a nge and would make retreating footsteps were n o lon ger heard .
"How did it happen, Dick ?" a sked Bob, who had come
. )ittle or no noise.
.
,,,,.
" It's a fine night, Jack," said Dick, walking alongside the up with the boys.
"I was showing Jack where the Tory camp lies, when
J:lashing fellow.
I heard a suspicious sound in the bushes."
> ~ "Yes, but there might be enemies about, for all that,"
"The scoundrels were there, Dick?"
was Jack's reply.
"Yes, and ready to sprin g upon us with clubs. I had
1 "Very true," said Dick.
"Ap.d there is a camp of them
called off Jack's attention or he would have heard it as
1,hot far away."'
well as myself."
it "Say Y.OU so, Dick?" .
" Di& you recognize any of them, Dick ?"
• "Yes; come this way a little.''
c They walked across the open space {oward the edge of "By their voices only. They t ook . t ~ fli ght so quickly
l fhe woods, everything being bright where they stood and when we opened fire upon them that I natl very little time
to look at any of them."
. ark and silent beyond.
" There is the camp of the Tories over in that direction,
"But how did they happen to discover our camp?"
ack,'' said Dick, pointing.
"We have not been very still, Bob ; there is a bright moon,
E;ven at that moment Blµff and his party of ruffians came and our fires are burning,"
neakiqg out of the bushes, ready to spring upon Dick and
"Sure, Oi don't think it's that at all, Cuptain dear,.. ~..;
is companion.
Patsy.
'r One or two quick blows with those cruel clubs and the
"What is it, then, Patsy?" asked Dick. with a laugh.
1
oys would be past giving an alarm.
"Oi think it's me own stupidity, no less. O i thought Oil
In another moment the Tories would have been upon wor so shmart an' they folli ed m e to the camp widout me
knowin' it."
, .
hem.
At that moment, however, Dick's quick ear caught a
"Ya, dot was righd. You wa s very shtoopid been," said
spicious sound in the bushes.
Carl.
"Go on wid yez ! Vv orn't ye z wid me ?'J
Ya, und me, . too, alzo,'' said Carl, soberly, and all the
e
boys laughed.
CHAPTER IV.
"Well, as long as yez do b e takin' yer share av it, Oi've
nothin' more t o say," said Patsy, and tine boys laughed
HOT WORK WITB THE TORRIES.
again.
~n
"Never mind, Patsy and Carl," said Dick. "It may no~
)() As Dick stopped to point out to Jack the location of
he Tory camp, the ruffians were within a few feet of have been your fault, after all.'"
" Oi'm thirrkin' it wor, but as lo ng as we've dhruv the
~em.
When Dick ceased speaking h~ heard a rustling among vilyans off, wid no lo ss t o ourselves, ther e's no harrunt
done."
m e bushes.
"Looking for something to feed the boys on, I sup'ose ?"
" Wa'al, you go on down the ro;,id about haffer mile an'
carry."
"Will they, now?" asked Patsy, with an innoc.eo.t look, but
with his eyes open for all that.
"Suttinly. We're all rebels 'round here an' yer'll get all
yer want."
" Sure, that's foine," said Patsy. "Come on, Cookyspiller!''
and then he set off in a1;1 entirely different direction from
the one indicated.
He had been suspicious of the men in the beginning, but
now he was certain that they were Tories.
No patriot would call himself a ' 1rebel," Patsy well knew.
"Hi! That's not ther wny!" the man cried.
"It's the way Oi'm goin' thin. Don't yez knQW that's
the longest way 'round is the .shortest way home?"'
"Here! Come back here, yer rebels!" shoutec;I the man,
"Go save yer breath to cool yer porridge!! retorted Patsy,
"It's' goin' this way Oi am."
Other rou&tb-looking men had joined the first and'
they now came hurrying through the woods after the two
Liberty Boys.
"Have yez got yer musket loaded?" asked Patsy,
"Ya, I was had dot ein long time alretty loaded, I bet'

. \
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"Nein, und der next dime you doh'd was so
sthoop id
been, I bet me," added Carl.
. "Go'n wid yez, or Oi'll give yez a bat in the
hid," muttered Patsy.
'&Humbug!" cried Carl, going away, laughi ng, and
Patsy
joined him.
"We'll rout them out in the morni ng, Bob," said
Dick, as
he went back to the camp.
,
The boys return ed to the fires or their tents, the
picket s
contin ued their march and in a short time all was
still.
The Tories <lid not visit the camp 'again that night,
either
in a small party or in a body, and nothin g occurr e.d
to disturb
the Libcn y Boys.
At daybre ak Dick took Mark and more than
half the
Libert y B8ys , leavin g Bob in charge of the camp.
They rode rapidly to the camp of the Tories ,
expec ting
to drive them out.
Reach i ng the place, they found it aband oned
and the
To ies gone.
This was not entirel y unexp ected by Dick, but
he wished
to be sure that the Tories had fled.
1· "They must have known that
I would come," he said to
Mark, "havin g seen me lurkin g about their camp."
" Very true, but I would like to have
them out of
it, inste::i d of having them sneak away, asrouted
they did."
" But if they have gone," laughe d Dick, "what
differe nce
does it make? "
"Why , we have not driven them out, and they
croppi ng up again somew here and makin g more ' troubl·will be
"\Ve have driven them out, in one way, Mark, e."
for they
ran away, fearin g that we would pay them a visit."
"Yes, but I would have liked to have the fun
of drivin g
them out."

"Catch him, Bill!" yelled Bluff, and Dick
ized t
leader of the other party as the infamo us BillrecQgn
chief of a band of . Tory desper adoes, known as Cunni nghan j
the "Bloo d
Scout. "
,"Not this time,'' he said, as he raced on like the
wind.
CHAP 'I'ER V.
ON THE WATCH .

With Bill Cunni ngham in the neighb orhoo d, it was
necr.'
sary to keep a sharp lookou t for the patrio t native
s as we1 ;
as for the Libert y Boys.
Cunni ngham usually rode about at night, attack
parties , burnin g houses that stood apart fr.o m ing isolate<.
others an ~
even shooti ng pickets .
He rarely attack ed large partie s of citiens and
troubl ed the soldier s, excep t where there were small neve\
partie•
of them in isolate d places .
His band lurked in the vicinit y of camps , murde
ring,
picket s, attack ing stragg ling partie s and pickin
g off single
men, their metho ds savori ng more of murde r than
of war
fare.
Bluff had alread y tried to surpri se the Libert
y Boys
picket s and Dick realize d that they were still in
dange r o
that score, as Cunni ngham was more secret .
"Be extra vigilan t to-nig ht, boys," Dick said along
in the
afterno on. "Bill Cunni ngham is about, and you
know hi~
metho ds."
"Steal ing upon a fellow in the dark and · knock
ing him
on the head with a club," sputte red Bob.
"Or shooti ng him from an ambus h," added Mark.
"Oh shooti ng him fro man ambus h," observ ed Jack.
"I think if )'.OU should get a bush scythe
cut away all
the brush on the outsid e of the camp and
right up to the
woods , it would be a good thing, " said Paul
Howe s, the
boy who rod'e the white horse.
·
"And don't go out at night on that white horse
of yours, " 1
sugges ted Ben. "He makes a fine mark. "'
"Very true," said Dick. "Both sugges tions are
good.
Many of the Libert y Boys were the sons of
could swing a scythe as well as they could handlefarmer s, and
A dozen of them got to work before evenin a muske t.
away all the brush close up to, and even for g and cleare d
some little
distan ce in the woods .
This , did away with many a lurkin g place for
spies and
treach erous Tories , and left a clear space of many
yards all
around the camp.
The brush was put upon the fires and kept them
bright for
hours.
The moon shone bright ly again that night, and
were lighted all around the camp for a consid the woods
erable distance.

"So would I," added Jack, and the boys all agreed
with the
dashin g fellow s.
They rode back to the camp and had breakf
being as much disapp ointed as Mark that they had ast, Bob
not driven
out the Tories .
"\Veil, never mind," he said, "perha ps we will have
anothe r
chance at them."
"They arc somew here about no doubt " said Mark,
"and
we must find them."
'
'
"Ther e are Tories in Ninety -six," Bob added. "They
may
have gone in and joined the garris on.'"
" I would not think much of Cruge r if he took
sorry- lookin g lot of ruffian s as Tod Bluff and his in such a
gang," answered Mark, in disgus t.
"He may be glad to have any one," laughe d Bob.
That morni ng Dick and a goodly numbe r of
Boys set out in variou s directi ons to . keep up the Libert y
their picket
duty about the fort.
Dick would have liked to get in, and . he determ
ined to
attemp t it at some time, in disguis e. of course .
The patrio ts were carefu l to see that no one got
No one could approa ch the camp withou t being
out, and
seen, and
Cruge r was as anxiou s that no one got in, as
long as he no one came near it while the fires were burnin g.
could not secure reinfo rceme nts.
Even after they had begun to die down, howev
er, the
Dick rode here and there, watch ing differe nt points
and boys were as vigilan t as ever and kept a sharp watch , with
gettin g report s from the boys.
eyes and ears upon the woods .
·
Then he set off for a point that no one had
It was midnig ht, and Jack Warre n, pacing
as yet
visited , hop'ing to get some report from it.
every sense on the alert, heard ·a stealth y step inhis bea·t, with
the woods .
He was riding leisure ly along a road leadin g throug
The fire ha-I died down, but tbe moon still lighted
h the
up the
woods , when all of a sudden he heard the tramp of
open.
horses .
They might be friend s and they might not be,
Jack
steppe
d
behind a tree with• noisel ess tread, being in
and he
made ready · to dash away upon the instan t if
they were deep shade in a mome nt.
enemie$.
Then he listene d, makin g not a sound himse lf.
Keepi ng his eye upon a bend in the road,
"\Vhe re are they, Jim?" he heard in a low whisp er.
a compa ny of Tories , led by Bluff himsel f. he sudden tly saw
"Dunn o. Somew here about, I reckon ; but they'v
e cleane d
· In an instan t he wheele d and dashed off in
the oppos ite things up, so that we can't get near 'em."
"If we could see one we could run out sudden
directi on.
and make
And then, from a little by-roa d, came anothe r
party of for him quick. "
"Furth er on Ben Spurlo ck heard scme one stealin
Tories .
"Stoo him!" yelled Bluff. "Stop hiinl That's Dick
fired, not so much to hit the man as to alarm him. 1 g up; he
Slater ,
Jack's men beat a hasty retreat , as did Ben's.
flier rebel!"
Dick urged Major to his utmos t, and fired a shot
"By Georg e! I didn't hear no one," gasper Ben's
as
the
man as
other party came dashin g out of the byroad .
he ran.
He struck one of the party in the should er and
At the same time Jlarry Thurb er had heard
l90me one
cause\! trying to
11lim tb waver in his saddle .
steal up on him.
\Vhen the shot sound ed retrea ting footste ps were
The main reined in and the line was throw n into
beard.
instan t nevert heless .
confus ion.
Tod
Bluff
had
been tryin g to steal up on the camp again,
Dick flew by. with little room to spare, and a
showe r of and had found the boys
\Jullets went whistl ing by.
more watchf ul than he sup·posed .
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A little later, at an entirely different part of the camp,
some of Bill Cunningham's men tried to steal in on the
pickets.
'l'he clear space about the camp made it necessary to take
a long shot, however.
Paul Howe~, listening i"ntently, heard· some one coming
cautiously through the woods beyond.
\\Talking on steadily, he got behind a tree.
''Who is that, one of Bill Cunningham's gang?" he
asked.
Before he had spoken three words a rifle rang out sharply
and a bullet struck the tree.
Paul fired in the direction of the flash and there was a howl
of rage.
"Run in, Bill!'" hissed some one.
Paul fired his pistols, and then there was a howl.
Then Sam San<;lerson, not far away, fired into the woocls.
"Gosh! They're all over, an' I couldn't see one," snli.rled
some one.
•
'Vill Freeman, hearing steps, fired 'w ithout giving challenge.
"If I said, 'Who goes there?" l'd be hit in a second," be
said, dryly.
:\way ran somebody with a snarl, and there was a rattling
fire all alon g the line for a hundred feet.
Retreating footsteps were heard, and then in a few
minutes all was still again.
The boys might have been shot down from the woods but
for their vigilance.
They knew the danger they ran, however, and every one
of them was on his guard.
It was Cunningham's habit to steal upon a camp and pick
off the sentries, either by shooting them or rushing in s uddenly with a kniie or a club and despatchin g them.
The boys knew this. and were prepared.
Later, in the darke.st hour of the night, three or four
attempts to kill the guards were made by Cunnin g ham and
BlufL
·
The boys had orders to fire upon any o ne coming to th e
camp in a s uspicious manner, and no word . were wasted in
challenges.
The Yery hail would te ll the secret as sassin just where the
sentry was, and the boys guarded again ~ t this.
One of the boy s, standing in th e s hadow of a tree, heard
whispers and stealthy foot steps.
At once he fired and th..:n drew hi s pis tols.
''Kill ther rebel, Bill!" hissed a voice.
Shots were fired, which the alert Liberty Boys ans wered
rapidly.
.
. Then Patsy, not far a way, began a lively fusillade, crymg:

"Crawl away, ye snakes!
We h;ive no use for yez
intoirely !"
From three or four points far apart came simultaneous
reports.
The Tories had been detected wherever they had attempted
to steal in.
Knowing the danger they faced, th e undaunted youths
were ready .a nd their wily foes were foiled in their at"
tempts.
A.it one point, where a boy named \\' alter Jennings was
on picke·t, men were heard whispering:
''I can't' see no one. I guess we've went by ther camp."
"Reckon we will an' we're slicker'n Tod Bluffs &"ang, ennyter cro down te1 ther :N' es bitt place."'
"Thet's where Tod tried ter do somethin', ain't et?"
'' Yas; but ef we go there at night time or early in ther
morning', we'll do better."
'' Reckon we will an' we're slicker'n Tod Bluf'fs i"ang, ennyway."
Walter did not fire, so long as the men did not adv·ance.
He did not wish the outlaws to know that he had heard
them, and he remained motionless.
Pre sently the men stole away, and before long the shots
ceased and eve rything was still once mor~.
As soon as he could get away Walter tol Dick what he had
h eard.
" There is no doubt that an attempt will be made to rob
and burn the house," Bick said, ''and we must prevent it."
Before it was light Di<:k took a party of Liberty Boys and
set out for the Nesbitt house.
Reaching the river, some of the boys, headed by Bob,
took boats and went down quietly and cautiously.

The rest rode, separating into two or three parties. and
going on without noise or confusion. ,
Nearing the cabin, the boys posted themselves here and
there under the trees and waited.
The. river party, arriving in sight of the house, landed and
waited in the shadows.
No one had yet come tn plunder or burn, and it might be
that they would not.
.i,
The boys were ready fo1· them, however, and they would
have a warm reception if t hey did come.
When the gra1 of the <lawn had given place to rosy tint
rick heard the sounds of a:Jproaching horsemen.
"They arc coming," he said to himself. "We were not mistaken after all."
Then he signaled to the boys to be ready for the enemy.
I

CHAPTER VI.

.

BOTHERING THE ENEMY.

Louder and louder came the sound of approaching horsemen, and at last a party of thirty or forty came in sight.
''There it is!" said one. "llurry up. men! Get to work!
Break it open, front and back. Get all yer kin and burn thrr
rest I"
" How erbout :her wimmen, Bill?" asked one of the men,
with. a coarse laugh.
"Take everything yer kin, I said."
The men were dismounting.
Some now hurried to the rear of the ho use, while others
approached the front.
It wa s light enough to see plainly now.
Dick Slater· and the Liberty Boys were hidden by the
trees.
The Tories dashed forward and began to io r cc doors and
windows.
This was the signal for Dick.
He wished to se c the n1en actually a t wo rk before he at-·
tacked them.
Tl.en he gave the signal:
"Forward , Liberty Boys!" he shouted. .. \]j)wn with th e
Tory marauders!"
"Liberty forever! Death to { he Tori es ~ " c•hoed he gallant boys.
No one "·as aware that the Liberty Boy s wet'e out, and all
Bill Cunningham and his ouflaws wer r greatly surprised
to see the plucky bovs rushing in upo u th e m from all ?ides.
They supposed the boys to be miles awa y, a sleep in their
camp.
They opened fire upon them, thinking to frighten them off.
Never was a 'kreater mistake made.
They had given the signal f6T their own de struction.
"Fire!" cried Dick, leading the brave fell o ws forward.
At once muskets and pistols blazed fo rth in a rattled
volley.
The boys on the river and those in front poured in a tremendous volley.
The Tories realized that they had no mean foe to deal with
and be~ari to fall back
"Forward boys!" shouted Dick. " Down with them!"
Some of the Tories sprang into the saddle and dashed off
in the greatest hast~.
Cunningham tried to rally his men, but to no purpose, for
they fl~d in all directions.
Some of Mary's people, aroused by the noise, fired upon the
outlaws horn the windows.
'
The leader, seeing no chance of success now, jumped into
the saddle and sped away.
Neighbors ca me hurrying forward from many directions
and joi n ed in the attack upon the outlaws.
Some c; . th em gave chase, but the Liberty Boys did not
join ip t he pursuit.
They had route'd the Tories. and JlQW the people of the
district would carry on the work;.
In 31n hour there.,was ·not a,tpan of'"Cunningham's or Bluff's
gang within ten miles of Fo;-t Ninety-six.
The Liberty Boys in. the me;ttitime returned to their camp
and set about the w<;>~k of watchiq~ the enemy.
Mary, learning how 'they had heard qf the intended attack:
upon the house and 1eir coming to protect it, said:
" You boys seem to keep ;i watch on everything."
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"We are on picket duty," answered Dick, with a smile, "and
They kept themselves concealed, and for all visible signj'
when we hear of an impending trouble in the district we hurry they might have departed.
to prevent it." '
The enemy, neither seeing nor hearing anythin g of th
"We are certainly greatly obliged to you for your vigi- boys, concluded that they had decamped.
lance."'
The instant they got to work again, however, the shot
"We owe a duty to all good patriots," was Dick's reply, began to ring ou t from one point or another.
"and we mean to fulfill it." '
"Sure it's toime Oi go t a chance to do something," said
"You seem to be doing your best," smiling.
Patsy, as he sent a saw flying from a man's' hand .
Remaining only' a short time at the house, the boys returned
"Ya, I bet me dot was so." added Carl, who was near
to the camp.
him.
Setting off with a party of the Liberty Boys, Dick came
"Here Oi've been settin' in this three till Oi thought Oi
to a point where the enemy were putting up a stronger stock- wud grow to it an' niver a chance to do anything."'
ade and a plat fo rm, from which to fire. upon one already.
"I was t'ought mein legs was branches; or dose pranches
"We ought to stop that work," said Dick. "Run back, Sam, was mein legs been, I was sitted here so long alretty," said
and get more Liberty Boys,"
the jolly German.
Sam at once hastened off to obey Dick's order.
Then a bullet hit the branch upon which he was sitting.
The horses were then tethered in a safe place in the
It made him jump, and in a moment he went crashing
:woods and a small party left to guard them.
through the branches to the ground, fortunately not very
Dick next took the rest of the boys, who included Mark, far.
Jack, Ben, Paul Howes and Harry Thurber, and posted them
He gave Patsy a shaking up, however, and the Irish boy
an trees as near to the stockade as they could get.
also changed his position in a hurry.
"Bother those fellows all you can, boys," he said; "bt:t
Then Jack gave warning that the enemy were about to
don't expo se yourselves."
·
sally out upon them in considerable nu1i1bers.
In a few minutes the boys, who were all expert sharpDick at once warned the boys to leave their positions and
shooters, began a fusillade on the men at work on the stock- fall back.
Down from their perches they came, like so many
ade.
· Jack was the first to send in a shot, taking one of the men monkeys.
in the leg.
In a few moments they were in the saddle.
Out swarmed the redcoats, expecting to capture the fearMark quickly followed and hit a redcoat in the arm.I.
Paul sent one man's hat flying, Ben knocked the adze out less lads.
With a parting volley, howeve r, the boys dashed away and
of the hand of another, and Dick sent a bullet whizzing bewere soon out of danger.
tween two of the workmen.
This was the first intimation that the enemy hail that they
had been ob serve d.
As the shots came from several different directions, they
had no idea just where the marksmen were.
CHAPTER VII.
The rest of the boys now sent in shots, while the others
Clischarged their pistols and then bega n reloading.
WITHIN THE STOCKADE.
The enemy were obliged to seek shelter, and then they
"\Ve got away none too soo n, thanks to that watchful
J>egan to look for the marksmen who were annoying them.
One man exposed his foot, and Jack Warren cut off the Jack," said Mark. as they rode away.
"Y cs, but we delayed the..,work, and we may do so again,"
heel of his boot wit h a well-aimed shot.
said Dick.
As soon as he had fired he climbed up five or six feet.
"Or if it is not us it will be some of Greene' s sharpSuddenly he heard a bullet go whistling through the leaves
shooters," replied Mark.
where he had IJ~~n.
"Exactly. We discovered this point, and when the general
· "I thought you might do that!" he chuckled.
At the same moment the man who had · exposed himself knows of it he will be certain to haYe it covered."
It was too late by this time to do much more work and
to fire at Jack had a bullet go whistling by his heaa, Dick
Dick informed the general at once as to what he had ddne.
firing the shot.
,
In the morning a strong force of sharpshooters was posted
The enemy became more cautious after that and it was a
at the place.
tifficult matter to ge t a shot a hem.
Shortly the enemy, who had guns planted, opened upon
The work could not go on, and Dick cared more for that
the stockade.
than for woundin g the enemy.
It was quickly discontinutd, and after two or three hours
The redc oats did not dare go to work for fear of exposing
themselves to the shots of the young sharpshooter and was given up entirely, the enemy finding that it was impossible to continue it, and that their persistent foes were not
everything was at a standstill.
now to be driven away.
Then Sam returned with a dozen or twenty of the men
''he picket duty of the Liberty Boys was producing good
•ho forthwith posted themselves in advantageous positions. results.
These found places where they cou:d reach the <.aemy
General Greene thanked Dick for what the boys had
and began firing upon them.
..
already done, and they continued at work, now here, now
The redcoats, thinking that the boys had changed their there.
pl~itions, took other ones.
That day Dick Slater, in scouting about at the southin so dolr1g they exposed themselves to the first lot of eastern corner
of the village, saw a number of men come
'-oys, who had kept their original positions.
out of the stockade and enter the woocts.
la. " !Il6'1nent muskets and p1stois began ?'O blaze a11a tne
"If /they can come out," was his thought, "why can't I
redcoats realized their mistakes.
go in?"
They tried fo return the shots, but they could not always
He watched the men without being observed himself
tell whence they had come.
·
and made up his mind to make the attempt.
Thus, too .. the boys went up or down after firing a shot,
Hurrying back to where he had left Major, he was in
and it was a very puzzling matter to locate them.
the saddle in a moment and speeding on to the camp.
'!4~ the boys were there no work could be done.
This had been corned again that day, so as to deceive
was important that it should be finished speedily, but any party of marauding Tories who might attempt to make
it could not be done as long as the Liberty boys were there. a night attack upon the gallant boys.
For half an hour not ·a shot was fired, the redcoats keepCunningham and Bluff were operating in another part
ing under cover.
of the district, but there wa.s no knowing when they might
Then some of them ventured out, thinking that th~ boys change their quarters.
had gone away.
1
Reaching the camp, Disk disguised himself in the ordShots rang out all along the hill, and the enemy hastily inary clothes of the region and procured another horse.
retreated .
Major was too well known to the enemy to be taken
Then an hour passed, the boys waiting patiently to get in upon such an expedition.
a &h?t at their foe&.
Nearing lhe place where he had seen the men come from
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the stockade. he left his horse in a secluded place and ad"Stop that boy!" he cried.
vanced cautiously.
"They want you," said Dick. whirling the boy in front
Hearing voices at length, he went on and saw a num- of him around and hurrying on.
.
ber of persons, some soldiers and some civilians, making
"Not that one!" roared Bluff. "The other one--the
their way to th e stockade.
one with the basket! Stop him! That's Dick Slater,
"T his place will have to be watched to-morrow," he said the spy!"
to himself.
Dick dropped the basket and darted ahead, with the speed
Just now, however, he was glad that it had not been.
of a deer.
It would give him a chance to enter the fort and perThe woman turned to see what had become of it and got
haps make some discoveries.
in the way of those wh o were pursuing Dick.
He advanced quickly. Mixed in with the people, he enQuickly dodging behind one tree and another, Dick eluded
tered the stockade without question.
his pursuers and sQon lost himself in the woors.
He at once began making his way through the village,
Then, working his way farther and farther from the
observing much, but seemi ng to see nothing.
stockade, he was at length stopped by a picke t of the
He wished, if possible to get into the stockaded fort patriots, who demanded to know his erra nd.
at the southwestern corner and so ·made his way toward
"I am Dick Slater, of the Liberty Boys," was his anit.
swer.
Women were getting water from the brook which ran
"What! Do you belong to that company of brave fdbetween the fort and the village, men were talking volu- lows?"
bly together and young men and girls were walking hand
"Yes," simply. "I am one of them.'
and hand along the stream.
"Where have you been, and why are you not in uniform?"
There were sentries in front of the covered way lead"I have been getting information, and it would not have
ing to the fort, and no one was allowed to pass.
been wise to wear my uniform where I have been."
Dick put on a simple manner and tried to' get in by pre"No, I suppose not. If you could get inside the stockade
tending that he did not kpow what the fort was, but the now, it would be worth while.''
sentry was obdurate.
"Yes, so it would," carelessly, not deeming it necessary to
Dick had sometimes gotten into such places by get- tell the man that he had been there .
ting the sentries to laugh at him, but the guard was stolid
Some one came up who happened to know Dick and spoke
and stuck to his orders.
to him.
"It may not matter," was Dick's thought. "I know
Then he went on, found his horse a nd rode off to' the genthe general plans of the place, and that may suffice.''
eral's quarters.
Walking carelessly away from the spring, he made his
General Greene listened to him attentively and said:
way toward the star redoubt. to examine it, if possible.
"We must either enter that gate ourselves or keep evcf7
Before reaching it, however, he suddenly saw Tod Bluff one from leavin g."
approaching.
"I will see that it is kept closed, if you wish," said Dick.
How the man had got into the place puzzled him; but
"Do so, Dick, for we don't want the enemy sending out
here he was, neveretheless.
word of their position to Rawdon."
He might know Dick and he might not, but there was
Later that day the Liberty Boys moved their camp to a
a risk.
point not too near the stockade, but near enough to keep a
Dick turned to stare at a woman passing and Bluff watch on it.
pass ed.
Before evening the ga te was tightly closed and a platform
"The fellow might know me," Dick thought, " a 1t 1ioug h l
erected above it, upon which a gun was placed.
my disguise is a good one."
This was to keep the patriots from approaching, but Dick
He watched the man pass on, and then continued.
his boys in trees, as before, and for ~ome time
He found that he could not get into the star redoubt, stationed
howe ve r . and so he tried to pick up all the information greatly annoyed the enemy.
. The latter at length got the range of the boys .nd opened
he could.
fire upon them.
There were soldiers and citizens about, and he listened
Dick drew up his sharpshooters, but they still remained
to their talk, while not seeming to do so.
near enough to have bothered the enemy had they dared to
Cruger was expecting aid from Lord Rawdon and was come
out.
anxi ousl y awaiting it.
This was important news, for, unless Rawdon was intercepted by Lee and Pickens, Greene might not be able to
CHAPTER VIII.
keep up the siege.
At len g th, finding that he could learn no more at that
DICK'S CAPTURE AND ESCAPE.
time, Dick determined to make his way out.
"We are facing the worst of dangers," said Bob. when the
He was in deadly peril every moment he was within
c.ampfires were lighted and the boys were res t ing; "but it's
the stockade.
Once his presence was detected it would ccist him his lively work, after all, and I don 't know that I care tol
·
life, for he was known to be a spy, and rewards had been change."
The rest. of the boys agreed with him and all were resolved
offered for his capture.
.
He must try and find ., son:ie one who was leaving the to do their best.
The next morning a large force of regulars took the place
stockade and manage to slip out with them.
Nearing it, he saw a woman w\th a heavy basket of soiled ?f the Liberty Boys near the stockade and kept the redcoats
m check.
linen, which she was car rying ot:it.
Du1·i ng the night there had been a skirmish between BiU
!::.!1c was a washerwoman and earned money by washing
Cunningham's gang and some of the settlers.
the linen of the officers.
"Let me take your basket. ma'am; it is too heavy for . Tt.,, :'.,n·;es had b~en rlr\veri off after a hot fight, and
you," said Dick, as the woman neared the secret gate to 1t was not known whither they had fled.
Getting upon Major, Dick rode off in the direction of the
the stockade.
"Thank ye kindly, young sir; it is a bit heavy," and she Nesmitt house to see if he could get news of the
creants.
relinquished the basket to Dick.
They were enemies as much as the garrison 111 me r<nt
At that moment he saw Bluff sauntering toward the
and must be disposed of.
gate.
They were ~orse ei:iemies, fc;>r the garrison acted openly
Bending over, as if under the weight of the basket, Dick
and were soldiers, while men hke those under Cunningham
contrived to keep his face hidden.
Then, keeping close to the woman, he kept out of sight and Bluff were outlaws and secret assassins.
On the way Dick came to a tavern, wnere he thought be
till he reached the gate.
might obtain inf9r;nation.
He was passing through, with the man just in front of
He had a look at the place from the outside before he en•
him, when some one pushed in and sent her ahead.
r tered.
Dick was following, when Bluff, who had changed his
Su.ch places were frequently visited by bad characters, and
position, caught a si~ht of his face.
he wished to get an idea of the nature of its patrona.

ma.
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Dick walked over to the window after the man bad gone
There were few persons in the place and they seemed quiet
and looked out.
enough.
It looked out upon the road, and there was no shed und~r
Leaving Major at the side of the house, he entered.
it.
There were n6t many in the tavern at the time.
The jump to the ground was too high, and he had no
One or two of them looked suspiciously at him, being in
means of letti ng himself down .
uniform, but 8a id 11othing.
Even if, he had, there was danger of his beirtg seen from
. The landlord came fon•. ard. took his modest order, for
the roact
which he paid, a11d ::;aid:
There were two doors in the room, one leading to the hall
"Stirring time~ about uld Ninety-six these days, young
and the other to a con ncting room.
sir?"
If he could get into this he might escape unnoticed.
"Hardly mor eso than at any time in the last five or six
He tried the door and found it lockecl.
years," Dick answered.
There was very little furniture in the room, the doors
· "No; I suppose not. One never knows which will be up'
were solid, and there seemed to be little or nothing to work
permost, \Vhig or Tory...
Dick noticed that the man did not say " rehel," and he with.
There was a chimney, but one glance showed him that it
was probably friendly to both sides, as a matter of busiwas not large enough for him to climb up.
ness.
'I' here was a pair of tongs and a long poker on the hearth,
''No, for it is a neutral ground," he answered.
"I find it best to remain neutral myself," the host answered. but no fire.
The doors were both locked, but the key had been taken
"That brings me the trade of both."
.. It is likely that he is one or the other, according to cir- from that leadin ~· to the hall.
The key was m the other, the end of the shaft projecting
cumstances," was Dick's thought. "A man of no opinion is
a quarter of an inch beyond the lock.
•
not to be trusted."
"I might turn it," thought Dick, "although I have very
There seemed to be little chance of his learning anything
in the place, for the men talked commonplace only, and Die~ clumsy tools."
Picking up the tongue he. closed the jaws upqn the end of
presently arose to take his leave.
At that moment there was a tremendous noise outside and the key and held ther\1 tight.
Then he tried to turn the key and, atter one or two atup swept a score of evil-looking men, some mounted and
tempts, succeeded.
·
some on foot.
Opening the door, he found himself in a rear room, larger
A hasty glance ont of the window showed Dick no less a
than the one he had left.
man than Tom Bluff himself.
It contained a bed, tw.o chairs and a table.
He stepped quickly to the side door, but in a moment meu
The hall door was locked and the key taken out.
came rushing in at all doors.
His position was greatly improved, however, for he now
Hi,
"Thet's' Dick Slater!" cried one. "Ketch ther rebel
saw a means of escape.
Tod!"
Locking the door, he took the blankets from the bed and
Bluff himself entered at the next moment.
·walked over to the window.
Dick up ~e t two men who were in his way and made a dash
It looked out upon the inn yard, which at that moment was
for tbe outside.
deserted.
Others were coming, however, and in a moment he was surThe sashes were secured by buttons. and the lower one was
rounded.
·
easily pushed up and fastened .
"Ketch ther -rebel in here!" cried Bluff. "I want ter tork ter
Making a rope of the knotted blankets, Dick fastened one
2
him."
~nd to the bed.
Dick was seized anP, disarmed and carried back to the main
Then he quickly let himse lf out and slid down to the
room of the tavern.
'
ground.
He managed to give Major a signal, however, and the
'r~ere ,..,,·as a door right under the windo..w.
intelligent animal flew toward the camp like the wind.
As Dick went down some one came out.
''Hi, there! Stop that critter!" yelled some of the men.
Dick knocked him down in his descent and then took to
Two or three tried to seize the horse, but were upset in his heels.
'
the dust, while ~fajor dashed on.
The man picked himself up and uttered a cry of alarm.
"Confound ycr ! \\'hyn't yer ketch th et hoss ?" snarled
Bluffs horse was tethered to a hitching post not far
one.
away.
"\Nhyn't yer ketch him yerself? Yer had ez good er chance
Dick leaped upon his back, slipped the tether and was off.
ez I had ."
Out of the house, front and rear, the Tories came swarm"Didn't nuther."
ing.
.
"Yus, yer did."
A number of shots flew after him, but he lay along the
Dick was put at a table betwee!I two of the ruffians. Bluff horse's neck and escaped injury.
took a seat oppo::.ite.
"I wouldn't take three horses like this for one Maior·,.
"Ye've be·n givi n' us a lot of trouble, yer pesky rebell" he said to himself ; "but he'll do for the present."
· '
growled Biuff.
Some of the Tories mounted and gave chase but Dick soon
'
"Xo more th an you deserve, nor all you'll get, you con- distanced them.
temptible Tory!" re.turned Dick, warmly.
Thi'. horse was a vicious beast, something like its master.
"Don't ye go ter callin' nam es, confound ye!" snarled but Dick kept control and went on at a gallop.
•
When within a mile of the camp he met Bob antl a party
Bluff.
of the Liberty Boys out in search of him.
"I have as much ;ight to do it as you have," quietly.
"Hello I You did not have to walk, after all" said Bob
"\Vall. ye air er rebel, ain't yer? Thet's all I j:alled yer."
"No, I am not. We know no rebels. I am a patriot, fight- "Major came in and we thought you must 'have bee~
a prisoner."
ing for independence and against such outlaws as you."
"So I was. Th~s is Pluffr; hone. · I don't think any more
"Wa'al yer won't be i;tothin' when I get through with ye!
I'm ergoin' ter hang ye an' then I'm ergoin ter git ther re- of him than I do of Bluff, but I have made him do service."
"We may use Bluff the same way."
ward for ye!"
"Perhaps," said Dick.
Dick said nothing.
"Yer've be'n peppein' us l'yal subjeks most ermazin' an'
yer've be'n spyin' outer ther fort. Ye're er spy an' er rebel
CHAPTER IX.
an' ther sooner ye're got rid of ther better."
AT NINETY-SIX.
Tll\IES
LIVELY
"That last part applies to you, and to such as· you," said
Dick.
That day Lieutenant-Colonel Lee, "Liiht Horse Harry,"
"Put him some'eres so's he won't git away!" snarled Bluff. as he was called, arrived, to be shortly followed by Pickens.
The two were immediately directed to attack the enemy's'
"We'll ertend ter his case ·d'reckly."
Dick was taken to an upper room in the tavern and locked works on the west.
Dick had already reported to Greene :what he bad seen in
in, it not being considered ,necessary to leave a guard out·
·_
the stockade.
side, however.
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Lee and Pickens were ordered to begin regular approaches
"Go on wid yer! We wud not."
to the stockade to cut off the enemy's supply of water.
"What we was dqed, den ?"
A t a proper distance from the stockade a battery was
"Charge thim, av coose, an' dhrive him back to the foort,
erected to cover further appr9aches.
loike a dog wid his tail bechune his legs."
A six-pounder was planted upon it, and the work of making
"Der two off us? You was crazy been, I get me."
· parallels proceeded.
"Sure Oi'm not. Wait an' see ."
Cruger saw that with the completion of these parallels the
"Ya, und I was saw dem redgoats gobble us obb lige eiri
destructio n of the fort was inevitable.
·
fox was gobble a shicken."
The T ories und er Cunningham and others were nightly
"Go on wid ye! It's bowld byes we are."
gro win g more bold, and contests between them and the
"Ya, dot was all righd; but we don'd was fooli sh been
patriots were of frequent occurrence.
lige dot."
" Cru ger will be making forays at ni ght," said Dick, one
"It's not foolish at all; it's makin' the besht av thin g s."
eveni ng. " The Liberty Boys must ·keep up their picket duty
" Dot was maging der worst off eferydings, I bet me."
and prevent them."
"Don't conthradict me, but howld up yer hid an' t' row out
The boys had moved their camp again.
yer chist an' be a mon."
That night Dick took a large party of Liberty Boys to the
"I was ein deadt poy been off I was sharged der enemy
poin t where he had entered the stockade.
lige dot, I bet me," answered Carl, philosophically.
"This is a likely place from which a foray might be
They were riding on as before when Patsy suddenly drew
made " he said to Bob, "and we will watch it."
•
rein under a clump of trees and said:
M a~ k had been sent with the rest of the Liberty Boys,
"Whist, Cookyspi!ler! They dd be comin"!"
divided into parties, to watch the stockade and to give instant
" \Vh o dot was?"
warnin g if a foray were made.
"The enemy, av coorse."
"T heir only hope of weakening us is by making sallies,~'
"Den we better had run away alretty, I bet m e."'
said Dick.
"G o on wid yez! Now is the toime to di stinguish y ersif'."
"A nd by unititing lawless fellows, like Cunningham and
"Ya, 1 bet me I was extinguished in a hurry."
Bluff, to comm it all sorts of excesses," added Bob.
There was some one coming, as Patsy could readily
"Very true, and we must do all we can to defeat them."
hear.
Secretin g themse lves in the woods, the Liberty Boys
Presently he caught a glimpse of scarlet uniforms.
watched the stockade.
Patsy gave a sudden yell• and shouted:
\ Vhen all was dark and still, the enemy crept out, expect"Hooroo! Forward, me bowl byes! Down wid the reding to take the patriots by surprise.
coats ! Charge! F oire!"
T hey re ckoned without the Liberty B oys, however.
Then he blazed away with his pistols, firin g 'rapidly, and
No soo ner were the enemy well clear of the stockade charging at full speed.
b efore t he gallant boys rose at a signal from Dick and
Carl was at his side in an instant, firing and shouting and
charged.
making a lot of noise.
Th e enemy, surprised, opened fire, sending a scattering
There were many trees just there and the enemy could
volley at the brave boys.
not tell if there were two or a hundred of the boys.
T hen, at the word, the gallant boys answered with a treThey had met these sudden attacks before and had thought
mendous volle y, wh ich went echoing through the dwoods.
to avoid them.
The enemy .w ere taken completely by surprise.
They fired a hasty volley and then fell back, suppos ing
They fell back and then rallied and charged the brave that nothing short of the whole force of Liberty Boys wa~
boys.
upon them.
The p lucky fellows were ready for them, however.
"Forward, me byes!" Patsy cried with a whoop. " Dhriv e
T hey met the char ge resolutely and poured in a rattling thim back to their holes, the robbers!"
:volley.
'1 hen the enemy discovered that there were only two o f
Then Mark signaled to his parties to rally to Dick's aid.
the boys, and they were greatly chagrined.
Be fo re long they came flocking up and opened fire upon
They turned to capture them, but now Mark and a do zen
the enemy.
or the boys came sweeping on, having heard th e firin g.
A t le ngth all the Liberty Boys were engaged.
Then Jack, the two Harrys and half a dozen more joined
T hen a party of re gulars came up to help them, having the rest.
heard t he sound of firin g.
Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson and a score of the boys
The enemy's sally was not as successful as they had ex- quickly came dashing up and sent in a volley.
pected.
Next Bob and two-score brave fellows, hearing t he fracas,
T he picket duty of the Liberty Boys had once more proved came to join in the fi ght.
of great value.
t
The Liberty Boys were holding thei r ground, in stead
The L iber ty Boys and regulars speedily drove the enemy of retreating, and the enemy felt that sometl1ing must be
back to the stockade and soon all was quiet.
done.
·
The next night Dick and the Liberty Boys, picketing the
ri t last Dick Slater came up with the rest cf the Liberty
region outside the enemy's lines, detected another sally being B0ys, anc! the enemy fell back.
m ac!e.
Then a party of regulars joined in the fray and the redThis was in quite a different quarter from that of the co2ts wen~ driven b,ack into t he fort.
night before.
" That was wc11 dorie," said Dick. when they with drew at
•
l
len gth. " \\ 'ho di scovered the ene my."
1 he a arm was quickly and qu ietly given by m"!nls 'Of a
" I do n't know," S'.lid Mark, "but w e fo ~ n rl P ;..t:;y :.rnd Carl
code of s ' gnats m ade up of natur al sound s.
In a short ti me the Liberty Boys we re a ll on hand, :md fi1in g upon a detac:hrr.ent o f the en emy :.111\ j om!!<l in."
"And we helped Mark," said J ae!;:.
whe n t he enemy came out they were reet re solutely.
''vVe joi•lCd Jack and the rest," ~ue<l ;j..-9,.
The sturd y fellowi; poured vollev nfter volley .. ~ t!?,..;...r I IOL'
o·1 do nno av we c1, . sco' e!"e <l ti 1i.u
- .
l"
.I
d h Id h
·
h k
·- h
·
f •
f
:->Ure
or n<' , sa~<
fLoe s, aln . e
t em m c ec
unttl t e arrival o a part o Patsy, " but mesi lf an' the Dcotch ma n f.aw some of 1 h t' innn y
ee s eg1on.
. '
' o·
dh d h
h
h'
. •
T hese ex pert cavalrymen and sharpshooters gave most c..1m111
a!1 "I or ere . t c c argc, t m k· 'm' we ~01g
11t "ur. .
,
bl
'
d
rou1!d
tlw:r..
e ff 1c1ent
a1'd to th e b rave b oys, an d l h e enemy
were o 1ge to
"W
;t T . ,,. ,,, · .,.I d B b "Did y.o n t wo iellows
11
fall back.
I
c ' . . <:'\ :r . •;•U·: .e ., o .
· h h L'b
B
"ck
d
cha n.:e thdt (l ctacn:ue.-.; <\1011~ ?
The next mg t t e 1 erty oys were on pt ct c.ry as
":::'ure wr cli:l. Phwa ~ ,,.,?.$ the l::i.rrum ?"
before.
''N on'-• a t -i l'., as 1"t •.ut ne d ou•t ," au <l ti..•. en 3.ti
.. t'nc ,ooy!I
'l'h
d 1v1
' ' d ed m
· t o sma 11 par t"1es, eac h no t
i
·
, 1ey were
very .ar
laughc~~
from another.
Patsy and Carl were riding along a w.-:•oc-bordered road
CJ1APTER X .
at a leisurely gait, conversing amicably.
"It wud be a foine thing av we wor to discover some av
!)fCK O.LA~ AND THE !\U:SSE1'(Gt":ft.
the inemy malcin' a sortay, Cookyspiller."
" Ya, und I bet me we was run Jig<.' eferydiugs off ..,c doed
The wo1k of con!>tructing the app ~ oac!: es ~o l(Jc s~ock-.ide
dot."
·
and po>-t ;irni;ressed rapidly.
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Dick imitated the cty of a bird.
The second parallel being completed, Greene sent a sumIt was presently repeated, and in a few moments a boy
)nons to Cruger to surrender.
The commander promptly replied that he would hold out was seen approaching.
It was Jack Warren, on his bay mare, but not in uni·
to the last.
A battery, constructed in the second parallel, now opened form.
"Search this fellow, Jack!"
t1pon the redoubt and, under cover of it, Kosciusko pressed
Jack was out of the saddl'e in a moment .and going through
jorward his approaches.
Cruger had found means to acquaint Lord Rawdon the stranger's pockets, inside and out.
He looked in' and felt- of his hat, put his hand on the
'with his critical position and was still expecting aid from
lining of his coat and waistcoat and "back of the shirt collar.
Jiim.
"Take off your boots," he said.
Marion and Lee were holding Rawdon back. however,
"I won't!" snarled the other, flushing crimson.
and Greene hoped to reduce the fort before help could
With a quick movement, 'Jack tripped the man before he
•
~rrive.
The Liberty Boys were on the alert to prevent any news suspe -:ted anything of the sort.
Then Jack turned him over, sat on the small of his back
from reaching Cruger, and no one was allowed to pass of
and pulled off his boots.
:w-hom there was any suspicion.
In the lining of one of these was a letter.
Dick Slater, beingfamous as a spy, devoted much of his
Jack handed this to Dick, and said:
time to watching the roads leading to the village and stock"What more, Dick?"
ll.de.
"Get into the woods, Jack. This must be kept to ourThis he deemed to be a part of his picket duty, and of as
' selves."
much importance as any other.
"It will be 54fer for yon to come with us," said Jack.
One pleasant day in June he was riding along the Charleston road/ disguised as an ordiJ!ary farm boy and mounted on . In a moment they were all in a safe place, out of sight
from the road.
;i. horse that would attract no particular attention.
Some cmmtrymen rode by on their way to the tavern.
He was approaching a tavern by the roadside, when he
Then Bob and fo\1r or five of the boys came up and' Dick
beard 'the tramp of a horse coming on rapidly behind him.
H~ turned his head carelessly and saw a man in ro.ugh signaled to them.
"Hello, Dick!" said Bob, entering the steady recesses of
~k>thes and dusty boots approaching.
The rider was carelessly dressed. but there was some- the wood. "'Who is this?"
"A most important capture, Bob. Take him to the camp.
thing about him which convinced him that he was in disDon't g > too rapidly and don't let him seem like a prisoner.
guise.
He had a soldierly bearing, to begin with, and was not It mjgh : be '.langerous."
"For you, he means." said Bob to the other. "Some of
at all the sort of man which his dress would indicate.
"As he came on he looked at Dick, drew rein, and asked, the people of old Ninety-six have a very poor opinion of
British spies."
evidently with an assumed drawl:
"I saw, bub, kin yer tell me whereabouts there's an inn in
"And others might attempt a rescue and some one would
this here deestrict ?"
get hurt," said Jack. "It's usually the one they want to
"Reckon I mought," said Dick. "Sort o' dry, ben't yer?"
rescue."
"Yas. I bc'n ridin' all afternoon an' I'm plumb used up
"\"!ho are you?" the messenger asked.
an' that thirsty I could swaller a quart." •
"I am Dick Slater, and these are some of the Liberty
Now, the Carolinians did not say "afternoon," they 'Boys."
said "evening," and men such as this one should be by his
"But why did you suspect me?''
dress always spoke of being "dry," not thirsty."
"Becau~e you tried to be something you were not and made
A look,. at the man's boots and at the hoofs of his horse a failure of it. I have seen too many native Carolinians not
showed 1'ick that he had come a long distance.
to know the difference."
The clay on the animal's hoofs was of a different color
The man was on his horse again and rode off with Jack,
from that found in this region. but the man was not a native Bob and Harry Thurber.
of that or any other part of the Carolinas.
They simply looked like a party of natives, and attracted
"I reckon yon's a~ good a tavern as any yer'll find," said no particular attention.
Dick and the rest of the boys rode off in another direction
Dick. "I'll see ter yer hoss, ef yer like."
"No, thanks-wa'al, no, I reckon I can take keer on him. and at length Dick left them and rode with all haste to Gen'!Nas yer reck'nin' on stoppin' there? Have a pint o' ;{Je wi' eral Greene's quarters.
Being admitted to the general's presence, he handed him
me. \Von't cost yer nothin', son.!'
~
Here was another false note, for the Carolinians, while the letter and said:
"This is most important, General. I have seen just enough
most hospitable, never made a boast of it, n~r spoke 1of
of it to know that it is better in your hands than in the
the cost of anything they offered.
"I don't like ale nor licker nor nuthin', hut I reckon yer enemy's."
c'n erblige me one way," said Dick.
The general took it, read it over 'carefully. and said:
Th{!y ,were passing a thick grove of trees and ; • .-e out of
"This speaks of reinforcements which have arrived for
sight of the inn for the moment.
Lord Rawdon."
"What's that?" asked the man. quickly forgetting his as"Yes, General."
AQmed character.
' \"!here is the bearer of this?"
.Dick was riding close alongside on the man's left.
"In our camp."
"Your dcsp_a.jcches !" he said. quickly. clapping a big pistol
"Good! Have him brought here at once. Dick. He must
under the , nian's nose. Quick! Get off that horse or :te'll be questioned."
never get on again!"
Dick rode to the camp, put on his nniform, and. with Bob
"Why, you infernal young--"
Jack ~nd one or two more, now in uniform coriducted th~
"No compliments, please,' and, with a quick turn of his prisoner to General Greenl!!.
'
wrist, Dick sent the messenger flying from his saddle.
At first the i;nan refused to answer any questions.
He was out of his own in a moment and possessing himself
Then, being threatened with death unless he did he said
~
of the stranger's pistol.
that the letter was genuine and that reinforcements for Lord
he
as
Dick,
said
,"
am
I
than
rustic
a
of
more
·You are no
Rawdon had arrived.
pulled the man to his feet. "You are a spy or a messenger
On the same day Greene received a letter confirming the
of the British. No doubt you came from Rawdon. Give me news contained in the captured despatch.'
rti.ose despatches!"
The man was not alarmed, but was not allowed his liberty,
The messenger colored and answered:
bein~ watched, although not kept a close prisoner.
"I have none."
"1 hat was a most important capture, Dick," said the genDick's pistol was at his head in a moment.
eral, "and you deserve a great deal of credit for the manner
"Save me the trouble of searching a dead man ;" he said, in which it was manag~d."
sternly.
"The Liberty Boys are on picket duty, General,'' said Dick,
"Confound you for a daring, young rebel! Who are you, "and nothing must escape them."
.snarled.
anyhow?" the
"Y/hile you are facing the worst of dangers," .G reene
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added: "exposed to the ene11'1y' s fire, to the bullet of the
A number had been hurt, but their wounds were promptly
assassin and to the risk of being caught and hanged as attended to, and it would be a few days only before they
spies."
would all be in active service again.
"But all in a good cause, General," proudly; "the cause of
"We tried to carry the thing out, anyhow," said Dick, "and
American independence."
if we failed it was not out fault."
to
"True, Dick, and I know -0£ no one more devoted
"No, for we can't regulate rainstorms nor lightning
flashes." replied Mark.
it."
As Rawdon might come on now at any time, General
"Every boy of the party did his work well." Dick conGreene resolved to do everything to subdue the fort before tinued, "and I am satisfied that we would have succeeded if
·
any one could."
his arrival.
As long as this news was kept from the enemy there was
''Things were prettv lively in that ditch" observed Ben
hope, and Dick enforced upon the boys the necessity of being "~Vh?-t with flying bu-llets and flying earth' and the ground
more vigilant pickets than ever.
shppmg under you every moment, it was enou n-h to gi1' e
"'
any one the fidgets.'
The boys laughed and Harry Thurber said:
"I don't believe you had them then, for you managed to
CHAPTER XI.
help Sam when he slipped, just the same.'"
"Oh, well, Sam was in ni.y way," laughed Ben "and I had
THE END OF ' THE SIEGE.
'
to get him out of it to help myself."
"Humbug! as Carl says," chuckled Sam . "You helped me
Despairing of beit1g able to reduce the garrison of Fort
Ninety-six to submission before the arrival of Rawdon, because I needed it.''
::You would have done th~ same for me, wouldn't you?"
Greene now decided to make an attempt to destroy the
You know I would ."
•
stockade.
"Then what's the use of talking about it?" in pr~tended
He now realized that it was a mistake that earlier attention
an,rfe~. "All the Lib~rty Boys help each other."
had not been paid to cutting o f the enemy's water supply.
Dick Slater earned me out of the ditch on his back"
The method of making the approac)les was too slow, and
said Paul;' "and I'm one of the newest of the Liberty
it was now resolved to burn the stock<lde.
One dark night, when the storm was approaching, Dick Boys."
"T~at doesn't make any difference," declared Bo b. "We"re
Slater took a party of the Liberty Boys to the ditch to
all Liberty Boys, and Dick would do as much for you as
.
make the attempt.
Dick had offered to undertake the task as soon as he knew he would for me in a case lik~ that "
Although the attempt to burn the. stocka de had failed the.re
it was to be attempted.
'
It was a dangerous task, but the Liberty Boys never shrank was plenty of work for the Liberty Boys.
.
Th.ey scattered parties of marauding Tories : they met
from danger.
Taking Mark, Jack, Ben, Sam, the two Harrys, Paul sallymg detachments of the enemy and held them in check,
Howes and half a dozen more of the bravest of the boys, Dick and they bothered men at work on the sto ckade or on the ·
made his way under cover of the1 darkness toward the platforms.
Dick frequently served a gun on the batteries, and
ditch.
They had combustibles with them and full instructions s~emed to be everywhere at the same time, he was so achad been given in advance, so that every 'lne of the party tive.
. One evening he was riding along the main road leadknew just what he was to do.
Advancing rapidly and cautiously, they reached the mg _to th;,; .t?wn when he saw a countryman riding along,
talkmg fam1harly to the officers and soldiers.
dit ch.
They immediately began applying the fire in several places
I! was a ~ircUTr<=tance too common to a ttract especial
notice, hut, Die~, who observed everythin g, thought that the
at once.
A flash of lightning revealed their presence, and an im- man sat on his horse too well for an ordinary country.
man.
mediate alarm was given.
He began to approach the man cautiously so as not · to
Quick!" hissed Dick. "Make you'r escape, boys!"
'
attract suspicion, in case he were a spy.
Crack-crack-bang!
Mu skets began to blaze away in the liveliest fashion and . All at once, having reached the great road leading directly
into the town. the man put spurs to his horse and dashed
some of the boys were hit.
They were not seriously hurt, however, and they hurried away like the wind.
Dick wa~ after him in an instant, firin g shot after shot.
along the dit ch and up the bank in different directions.
Others fired, and the man rode on in a perfect shower of
Muskets and rifle s cracked and rattled and bullets flew like
bullets.
I
hail.
Raising one hand, holding a letter, he waved it triumphantly
The boys scattered, some being hidden in the ditch, so
and dashed up to the gate.
that the enemy's fire became less and less effective.
He was admitted with great joy, and Dick was obliged to
Jack was hit in th e arm. which bothered him in climbing
out of the ditch, but Mark quickly went to his aid and helped wheel rapidly and dash away at breakneck speed.
No horse but Major could have taken him out o f his danger
him out .
Paul Howes was hit in the leg and , while it was not a ser- and both he and the noble animal were cheered to the ech~
ious wound, it was a painful one and gave the boy a deal of when he reached the lines in safety.
The messenger no doubt bore intelligence of the coming
trouble.
"Here, Paul! Get on my back," said Dick. "I'll take you of Lord Rawdon with reinforcements.
"It was too bad you could not stop the fellow, Dick," deup."
"Let som e of the boys do it, Captain," said Paul, hesitat- clared Bob, impetuously; "but you did your best, at any
rate.''
ing.
"Obey orders!" said Dick, with a laugh. "Th~re is no other
"At any rate he captured the first messenger,'' replied
way around at the moment."
Mark, "and we might have subd\led the fort if it had not been
Paul <t>beyed and Dick got him away irt safety, although for unforeseen difficulties."
"Now I suppose they will take fresh courage and our tas~
many bullets whistled about them.
Dick lost his hat and there were bullet holes in bis sleeves, will be harder than ever," sputtered Bob. "The messenger
must have taken news of Rawdon's coming.''
bat he was not hurt.
General Greene now saw that he must either storm tht
It was doing things like this that endeared Dick to the
Liberty Boys, and there was not one of them who was works at once or retire.
He decided to attack them and immediately made preparaDot devoted to him, heart and soul.
The boys escaped, although many dangers menaced them; tions for ~olng so.
They had arleady been constructing a tower of olgs from
but the attempt to bum the stockade failed.
The fire had been lighted, but a heavy 1hawcr of rain which to fire into the stockade, and this was now ~early
completed.
came on and the flames were extinguished.
This tower, the invention of Lieutenant-Colonel Makane
The boya made their way back to the camp by-v1ttiot11
of Marion'• brigade, was made by cuttina: do;W~ tf~~s ,and
routes, bat at last 1l11 were accounted for.
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piling them so as to form a recta·ngufar tower of sufficie nt
height to enable the riflemen to look over into the stockade,
a parapet of smaller trees bein g formed at the top.
The . Liberty Boys were anxious for the assault to be gin,
for they hoped that the fort would be reduced before Rawdon't arrival.
The tower being completer, the firing upon the star
redoubt from the centre was the signal for a general attack.
Campbett, with his Virginians, led the assault on the
left, Lee advanced on the right ; rifl emen were statio ned in
the tower ; great bundles of fa gots were thrown into t h e
ditch, and men with long p6les, with hooks on the ends,
prepared to pull down the sandbags from the parapet.
Campbell and Lee rushed to the assault simultaneously.
Men entered the ditch and began pulling down the sandbags, unheeding the fire from the parapet.
Then the enemy issued from a small gate in th e star
redoubt and assailed the men in the ditch.
A fierce hand-to-hand fi ght ensued, and there was g reat
slaughter.
While this was going on Captain Rudolph attacked
the stockade with a large part y and m ade hi s w ay into
the fort.
Greene, perceiving the slaughter in the dit ch and bein g
desirous of saving his troops, ordered Lee t o simply hold
the stockade he had gained.
He then sent a fla g to Cruger, proposing a cessation of
bostilities for the purpose o f burying the dead.
Cruger refused, and Gree n ~ believing th e reduct ion o f th e
fort to be doubtful before Kawdo n's a rrival, with drew th e
detachment from the stockade a nd prepared for a general
retreat, thus ending the siege o f N inety-six.
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CHAPTER X I I.
ON THE TRAIL OF THE KIDNAPPER.

After the fight the Liberty Boys fell back to their o ld
camp, at some di stance from th e fort . · •
Although the siege was over, there was much for the b oy s
to do, and they were ready for it.
The sie ge being raised, Gre ene crossed the Saluda at n ight
and rapidly retreated to ward the Ennoree. ·
There were the maraudi ng T o r ies t o be dispose d o f,
and no doubt Greene would have further ins tructio ns for
them.
The Liberty Boys were to rema in as a so rt of rearguard, to give information of the enemv, being a ble to move
rapidly.
Rawdon had not yet arrived, but was shortly expected, and Dick remained behind to watch him to give instant
warning to Greene in case of dan ger.
They were in camp, awaitin g news o f th e enemy, some
of the boys being out .scouti ng, wh en Jim Nes bitt rod e u p
in haste and asked to s.ee Dick.
He w as shown in at once, and Dick, noticin g his a gitati o n, s:iid :
" Something has happene<l, D ick ·what is it ' "
" M ary !-as L· en ru n off wit h by T od i> luff and some of
bis ruffia ns, a n<l I want y o ur help t o get her back."
" Certain ly, J im. \Ve will do a nythi ng fo r y ou. \ Vhen did
this happ en ?"
.
"A bo ut an hour ago. I r ode over a s ·soon as I h eard
of it."
Di el~ at once ca lled Mark, Boh being out sco ut ing, and
told hi m to get up a pa rty of t wen y of the Liberty Boys.
"You know wh ich way t hey· W<i::"' t ?" askea u'it.i.
"Yes, a nd th.er<:'s <l ~nod trail. _T hey Ii.ad a ca;ap t o the
north of Ui M er>~ <1me, an d I thm k they have go ne to it

~.-

"We'll rout them out if it is a possible thi ng, Jim, a nd
rescue Mary at the same time."
Mark 9uic~ly rep_o l(te_d that his party was ready and, los~g no hme m gettmg m the saddle, D ick led the way wit h
!Jim Nesbitt as a guide.
'
Mark's party included Jack. Be.n Sam the two Harry s,
Paul Howes and Paul Benson," all b;ave b~ys.

A way they rode like the w ind in the direction taken by
the T o ries.
,
The latter had a good sta rt , but t hey mi g ht delay.
T he Liberty Boys did not delay, but rode on at full
speed.
F rom time to t ime they bea rd Bluff and his gang as having p assed.
There was not a large party of them , and there w as a
yo un g woman wi t h them, th e n eighbors said.
D ick pushed on, and in an hour had greatly gained upo n
th e ou t laws.
T hey were app roachin g a w ild r egio n , whe re hiding places
we re n umerous, and it was nece ssa ry t o run t hem to earth
s hortly.
R eaching a r oadside tavern , Dick h ear d that Bl uff and
his party, with a young woman, w hose description tallied
wit h t ha t of M ary, ha d left th ere no t more than te n minutes b efo r e.
On went the brave fe llows, determ ined to overtake the
scoun drels.
From a ri si ng gro und some distance on Dick caught sigh t
of t he T or ies mak in g t heir way leis urely along, half a I!ilile
di ~ t an t .
·
T he boys das hed down th e hill a nd race d o n a t full
speed.
Bluff pre se nt ly t ook the a~a rm and d ivide d his par.ty into
th ree.
D ick saw th e separate t rails and was about to divide his
o wn party, when Ma rk sai d :
"Take th e main one. Dick. Here 1s a bit of Mary's frock
to rn off by the briars."
"Very good!" said D ick, and t h ey kept on without splitt ing u p their party.
A few minutes lat er they overtook Bluff, ri ding rapid ly, and with him were Mary and four o r five of his
men.
" H alt !" cried Dick.
B luff dashed o n arou nd a bend in the road and disappeared.
F oll owing, Dick sent mo re t ha n half of his par ty ahead
t o r out t he Tories.
"Th e r uffia n has taken to the woo ds," he said. "You can
see his t rai l and Mary's.
"Ve ry t rue," sai d Ben, who had r emained with Dick.
J ack. Paul and the two IIarrys had gone on with
D ick, th e rest r em ain ing behind to look after the horses and
ha lt the o t her party when they shou ld r eturn.
Dick was equal to an I ndian m following a trail, and the
boys had learned much from him.
They kep t on rapidly, making no mo re noise than necessary i n order not to a la r m B luff.
" I don' t see M ary's footsteps," mu ttered Ben , presently.
"Th e. man is car rying her in o r de r t o gain t ime. He <jan
go fast er w ith he r on his shoulder than dr agging her afte r
hi m t hrough t he woo ds."
"Very true," agreed the boys, and t hey all hur ried o n,
m aking as li tt le no ise as possible.
As t l1cy hurried on, t oi ling up a hill, where t he trees were
thick, th ey h , , d a sudden crash ahead of them,
"\Vhat's that(' asked Ben.
"I do. 't kuow. \Ve shall have to see."
Reacl11 .1g the top of the hill, t!1ey found an c pen
space..
On the further side of it there was a deep ravine, which
harl bee n snan ned by a tree br!<lge.
Th is
ll OY" half ,\'ay Jc.wn the bank and from the
tornup caTtl1 an<l brol;e" n twi gs 011 the ir side the boys knew
th a t it Incl iust been thrr•wn down.
l'here W '4 3 a ~tream a t the bottom of t he ravine, the banks
of which wae quite s~eep.
:it W.15 t oo wi t! e to !Pa!J across ana t oo s~eep to go down
on, one side and up oa the othet.
There was a little log cabin in tile woods a hundred
feet back of the ravil'e on the farther side. ,
In a few moments t hey saw Bluff co me out of t he log
ca bin.
Ben and Sam P\lt their muskets to thei r shoulde r s.
"\V;>;t," sai d Dick. p isto l in hand.
Bluff sprang behind a tree as he saw the boys.
" Oh ye're t he r e, are ye?" he la ug hed.
"Ye~, we'r e here," said D ick.

was
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"Push hard boys" said Dick. ''If we tumble down here
it will do no hurt." '
Steadily and sturdily the boys pushed against the tree, and
at last it began to feel the effect of it.
Slowly it began to incline toward the bank, while they
could h ar stones and earth rattling into the ravine.
Farther and farther it leaned over, . and ~teadi l y the boys
threw their weight upon it.
Aat last it toppled so far OYer that the weight of the top
carried it over still more.
At last it toppled so far over that the weight of the top
remained about the roots, it fell over w it h a cra sh.
Brushes and undergrowth were torn down by its fall, and
many of its upper branches were scattered .
"Careful, boys," cautioned Dick. "Don't show yourselves.
Bluff will wonder what made it fall.''
The boys secreted themselves and Dick, looking out carefully, g lanced upstream.
In a few moments he saw Bluff come up, advance to the
brink and look downstream.
Then he walked down for a hundred yards, holding his
rifle in his hands.
He could see nothing, and at last, after hanging about
for fully ten minutes, returned to the cabin.
A bend in the stream prevented him seeing the boys
wh en he went back, and at length Dick said:
"There is one bridge, boys. Let us c ross it."
"The bank won't give way still further and let us down,
will it?" asked Sam.
"No. I think not."
The boys tested the bridge before they stepped upon it,
however, and found it quite strong and so lid .
Then they hurried across, making their Wf y among the
branches to the ground on the farther ide.
"Mr. Bluff does not know as much about the determination of the Liberty Boys as he thinks h'e does.
"He should know us by this time," added f;am; "but he
evidently does not."
"Some men never learn," remarked Dick. dryly.
The boys pushed on through the woods ti ll they came i1t
sight of the cabin.
"Be careful , boys," whi pered Dick ·'He may get away
with her yet if he sees us too soon."
Keeping on cautiously, the boys saw Bluff come out of
the cabin and advance to the edge of the ravine.
"\\'hatchin' me, be ye?" he houtcd. '"\\"al, ye kin keep
on watchin' an' much good may it Jo ye. 1"111 ergoin' erway now."
There was no answer from the other side and the boys
crept on. rapidly and cautiously, till the cabin hid them from
Blnff.
There was a rear door and Dick quickly forced it; saying in a 1-:-w tone.
"Don't be alarmed. It is I. Dick Slater."
"How did you get over?" · asked Manr. who was · bound
to a rude bench.
"Consarn ye! Take that!" cried Bluff.
Cl!APTE~ XIII.
Then they heard a tremendous report.
HOW THE TRAIL ENDED.
Ben meanwhile. had released Mary.
"Quick! said Dick. "Get away at once!"
Bluff had shot at the dummy figure on the other side
Dick's idea \>vas to go farther downstream, where the
ravine w as not so wide or where there were saplings grow- and knocked its hat off.
The coat remained and showed the Tory that he had been
ing close t o the bank.
By climbin g one of these he might bend it over so that decei,·ed by the ingenuity of the Liberty Boys.
"'vVa'al, I'm blow'd! " he growled. "That thing was nuthin'
'
he could get on the other side.
'.'Bluff thinks we are watching him back here," he but a skeercrow ao' I got ,.skeered, sure enougb.!"
Meanwhile the three boys were hurrying along tne b:n"k
said. 9and he will not dream that we have gone downdownstream.
stream."
On Mary's account they did not want to argue the pobt
Some distance farther on the woods extended quite to the
with Bluff.
brink.
The man returned to the log cabin, and the boys presHere and there the bank was quite worn away, the earth
ently heard him shout out in rage.
having fallen from under the trees.
He had discovered the esc2pe of Mary, and knew by the
Dick saw one under which there was quite a hollow, and
severad cords that the boys had been there.
when he pushed against the trunk it shook.
He came hurrying out of the cabin and aloni; the bank
"I think we can push this over, boys," he said. ''It is not
and soon discovered them.
so big."
" Come back here, ye pesky rebels!" he shouted.
''Dangerous wo k, though, isn't it. Dick?" asked Ben.
"Hurry, boys!" hissed Dick. "We'll reach the tree in a
"Somewhat, but we must be careful. Cut some poles."
moment."
The bovs cut three stout poles with their knives.
Then, staudir.,g together and putting tne poles against lThc boys hurried on, with Mary betw~n 1.~n..
Bluff stopped to hurriedly load his musket.
the tree, they pushed steadily, putting nearly a.ti their
Thi~ gave the boys time to get to the tree.
.
·
strength.

"An' likely ter stay there, I reckon," with a coarse
laugh.
"Perhaps not,'' was Dick's thought, though he said nothing.
"I suspected_ ye'd be comin' on an' so I got rid o' ther
bridge. Ye hain "t got no axes, have ye?"
"What are you going to do with the girl, Bluff?" asked
Dick.
"}.fake her my wife, I reckon . She's a tidy sort an' she'll
suit me right pe rt."
"You're o ld enough to be her father."
"\l\!ull, l got , : son what'll suit better, mebbe. He ain't
married to no one."
"Suppose Mary does not want him ?"
·'\Von't make no diff'rence ef she does. We generally
has our own way to our house, an' there wimmen folks
.
hain't got nothin' etr say."
Hen had been worki ng along the bank, so as to get a better ·
sight at Bluff.
The maw changed his position and said:
"No, ye don't, bo! Ye"re putty pert, but I got some notions
myself."
"You are getting your:;e!f in trouble. Bluff," said Dic\c.
"You'd better give the gi rl up before you get any deeper."
"Xever mind g ivin' me any advice, son," drawled Bluff.
"I got ther whip hand an' I reckon I'm ther one ter give
advice."
You may need it," was Dick's thought, as he walked away
carelessly.
"'Remember what I said, Bluff," he said.
The boys followed and Dick said:
"He is not likely to leave there immediately. Cut some
good-sized sticks and notch them, Ben."
Ben cut two sto ut sticks and notched them in the middle,
so that they would fit into each other crosswise.
"Put yonr coa t on it, Ben."
Ben took off his coat and hung it on the cross stick, holding it up by the other.
"Fix it among the tree s so that Bluff will see it and put
your hat on the other."
Ben and Sam hung t he coat to a lo~hanging bough, making another notch on the upright for that purpose.
From across the ravine it would look as if one of the
Liberty Boys were ,,·atchin g the cabin.
'l'he skirts of the coat hun g below a clump of bushes and
so the breeches were not needed.
\Vatch all ye like!" sho uted Bluff across
"(;o er head!
1hc ravine. ·'\\'hen T get ready ter go I'm crgoin', an' ye
cain't foll er!"
"Come, boys!" said Dick. ··Be careful to keep hidden.
I thin'· we may ye• get the hes• of l\Ir. Tod Blufi."
Then th(' boys worked through th e woods till the cabin
him tl·em irum l3kff.
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Two days later Lord Rawdon arrived and was received with
great joy by the garrison.
The Liberty Boys were still on picket duty and so had
early information of Rawdon's arrival.
As it was important to learn what Rawdon's intentions
were concerning Greene and the other patriot leaders, Dick
concluded to go into the town and pick up all the information
possible.
Disguising himself as a farmer boy, he went in with others
drawn thither by curiosity.
The town was full of redcoats, their glittering uniforms
making a splendid show in contrast to the homespun and
buckskin of the common people.
There was exci t ement everywhere, and at first it was difficul t to get anything reliable.
There were all sorts of talk, but at length Dick came upon
a group of officers •in a tavern, who were discussing affairs in·
a quiet, sensible fashion.
'l'hey were not noisy roisterers, sn;i oking, drinking ana
boas ting, but dig nified men , whose opi11io ns had weight, a nd
Dick knew that he was certa in to learn something from
them,
He did not sit too near them to attract attention and y et
near enough to hear their talk.
Then he had a power of concentration. which enabled
him to hear only what the y said and to pass o ver the idle
talk all around him, as if it were not g oing o n.
"General Greene conducted a most able and determined
siege," said one ; "and with a little more time would certainly
ha\·e reduced the fort."
"Undoubtedly," replied another, "but now we have a
superior force and by. a quick, de termined march, we should
be able to scatter his army, even if we d o not capture it."
"Such is Lord Rawdon's in te ntion, I am assured on good
.iuthority, and I think you will find that I am correct."
"I am sure of it," another said. ''We will probably soon
·eceive orders to march-probabl y by this evening."
Dick heard more of importance, and at la st. feeling that
,t was imperative that the Liberty Boys sho uld go on t he
narch immediately to acquaint General Greene with this
.1ews, he quietly left the tavern.
Just outside he saw one of Bluffs men approachin g a
man who had seen him in disguise and in uniform and who
knew him well.
There was every chance that the man would recognize him
now and Dick realized that he must be avoided.
He returned immediately t o the tavern and said to the
landlord :
"There's a man coming that you had better be care ful
about. He has been seen robbin g houses, so keep an eye
on your sil ver. There he is now."
Dick then quickly made hi s way out by another door,
while the man he had point ed out was qu estioned sharply
and told that, unless he could s how g ood reaso ns for being
in the place, his roo m was pre ferable to his com pany.
Meanwhile Dick ha d left the house and w as w ell on his
way out of the town before the man was released.
At the gates he saw Bluff and others approaching, but,
mingling with a crowd of rustics going out, he escaped
'notice.
II urrying at once to the camp, he gave orders t o prepare
to go on the march without delay.
'If these redcoats knew that we were lingering," h e said,
"they would send out a detachment to capture us."
Jack.
"Very few would have re,111 · ··1e d so near the town as
.
we have done," d'!ci.ared Bob.
'"No, and e•ery one suppo:;es that we went with Greene
and the rest. That is why I was able to learn so much."
CHAPTER XIV.
_There was danger that the presence of the Liberty Boys
would be d,iscovered now, however, and there was need of
DICK AND THE SPY.
thelr hasty departure for many reasons.
No time was lost in dismantling the camp, packing their
and getting into the saddle.
belongings
invited
Dick
sunset,
at
camp
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Reaching
They rode rapidly and by night had gained a long lead
Mary and Jim to sup with the Liberty Boys and return bome
upon Rawdon, who did not set out until that time.
•.
later.
Taking little time for rest, the plucky fellows pushed on
"I'll send word to your house that Mary is safe/' he conand at lengtji came up with General Greene. Whe!l Dick
tinued, "and then they won't worry."
arrival
"Very well," said Jim, and Dick sent two of the boys acquainted the leader with the news of Raw\toa'a
and of his intention to follow and gin battle to tbc Ameri·
from the camp to the Nesbitt house.
They spent .a very pleasant evening, and there were several cans, the general seemed perturbed.
Greene kn~w that his force was inadequate to cope witb
of the Liberty Boys who wished it might last till mornthat of R.,,.,dou,. and he at once went on the march, detering.

Ben and Sam took Mary between them and began making their way across the primitive bridge.
Bluff stood on the bank and aimed a shot at Ben.
Dick fired, sent his hat flying, and disconcerted his aim
'
so that the shot went wild.
Then' Dick fired another shot, which flew so close to
1
Bluff's head that he beat a hasty retreat.
"Quick w\th you, boys!" said Dick.
The boys went as rapidly as possible and reached the
farther bank in safety.
Dick hurried after them, drawing another pistol to use
in case of necessity.
Bluff stooped to reload and then hurried after Dick.
By the time he reached the tree Dick was at the other
end.
"Get the poles, boys!" he said. "We can pry it over.
noticed it shake as I came across."
They sei zed their poles and began to pry under the
roots of t he falle n tree.
Bluff w::.s already upon it, and Dick shouted:
· "Look o ut, Tod Bluff, if you don't want to go down into
the ravine!"
Workin g industriously with the poles, the boys loosened
mass after mass of earth, which went crashing down into
the ravine;
The trunk began to tremble and Bluff, half way across
'
aimed a shot at Dick.
The trunk was giving way and fell a foot or so, making
·
the Tory' s shot fly wild.
Then he became alarmed and hurried back along the tree
toward his starting point.
. Then the tree fell and stood upright in the ravine, its root s
m the stream.
The upper branches reached the bank above, however, and
Bluff scrambled out of them and made, his way into the
woods.
A year later Dick Slater passed that way and saw the tre e
growing in the ravine, the stream being divided and flowin g
each side of it.
"We a rc all right now, boys," said Dick ; "but jt is gettin g
•n toward ev ening and we must hasten."
Ben g ot his hat a nd coat, and they all hastened towar d
where th ey had left the horses.
Here they io und Mark, Jack and the rest had returned ,
)aving scattered the Tories in many directions.
They were all eag er to hear the story of Mary's rescue and
Dick told it a s they rode on.
Jim was glad lo see Mary again and thanked Dick and the
rest for saving her from the scotlndrel Bluff.
He had ridden on with Mark to punish the Tories know'
ing that Dick would do all he could.
"I wish you'd shot that fellow." he said· "but he's sure
'
to come to a bad end some day." ·
"He is doing all that he can to deserve one at any rate"
'
'
said Ben.
Mary rode on the saddle with her brother. which gave
Mark, who was a bit of a tease, a chance to say to Jack: 1
"You, missed your chance, old man. You should have
taken her up with you."
"Why didn't you do it?" Jack asked.
"Oh, but I've a girl of my own; you know."
,:'How do you know I have not?" asked Jack, teasingly.
Pshaw! You always say that and I don't believe you
bave at all," said Mark, but he gave up trying to tease
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mined to get stilt farther away from the persistent
Briton.
The Liberty Boys went with him, although they might
be sent at any time in an opposite direction, all depending
upon the news the general received.
At last it was learned that Rawdon, despairing of overtaking Greene, had returned with his wearied troops to
Ninety-six.
Greene then halted and ordered Lee to return with his
corps to follow the enemy.
The Liberty Boys went with Lee, for there was likely to
be fighting where "Light Horse Harry" was, and Dick
wished to have a share of it.
Greene's own movements depended upon those of the
enemy, and it was necessary to obtain accurate information
concerning them at the earliest moment.
Here was where Dick Slater could be of the greatest
use, being a very clever spy and able to pick up valuable information where many would fail to obtain the slightest bit
of news.
\Vhile waiting for news of the enemy, therefore. Dick set
out in disguise, mounted on an ordinary horse and looking
like any country boy.
He had ridden a considerable distance, when he met a man
ridi 1fg toward him on a sleek-looking horse.
The man looked like a farmer, but the horse looked like
a racer, and not at all like the animal that such a man
would own.
"Good mornin'! Is this the road to ther river?" the man
asked.
Dick looked at him carefully and made up his mind he
had seen the man before.
He had a rough, brown beard, but his hair was black and
sparse and not at all of the texture of the beard.
' "What river yer want ter go ter ?" asked Dick. "There's
many rivers hereabouts."
"Oh, most any," the man answered. "Which is ther
nearest?"
Dick looked searchingly at his questioner.
"That's the man whom I captured with the · message to
Cru ge r," he said.
He had guessed at once that the beard was false, and he
had been trying to place the man.
·
"Reckon yer dunno any mo' erbout et nor I do m'self," the
man said .
•
''H'm! I reckon I don't. 1 ain't goin' enny place in
purtic'ar. Mebbe we c'n find ther river between us."
"Shoudn't wonder ef we coud. Wanter swap bosses?"
"No. Thet hoss o' yourn is too skmny. Reckon yer hain't
1
gi'en him ernuff ter eat."
"Hur! Ye' re a fool!" with a laugh. "Thet's er racehoss."
"Yor ain't sech a fool yerself." said Dick. "Say, did yer
kno w that Gin'ral Greene was in these parts?"
"No. Is he?" asked th e other, in a quick, sharp tone, quite
unlike his former manner.
··yes. anti there are British spies, too!" cried Dick, suddenly snatching off the man's beard.
Tile strange r's face was as :;mooth as his own.
"Confound you! You arc Dick Slater, I do believe," the
man cried, drawing a pistol.
''Quite right," and Dick struck the weapon from the man's
hand.
It struck a stone and went off.
At once the horse dashed away at full speed and Dick was
kft bc'>inc1"He overdid the simpleto n part," laughed Dick. "But I
knew him before that."
Then he turned and rode after the spy, who might pick
up more information than they wished.
Fifteen minutes later he saw him talking with some men
&y the wayside.
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He could resort to a clever ruse to prevent them giving
the spy information and he said, quickly:
"Look out for that feller; he's Dick Slater, the rebel and
he wants to find out suthin' !"
Two or three of the men raised their rifles and the spy
darted off, got behind a clump of trees and set off in the
direction he had first come.
As Dick rode up, pistol in hand, one of the men said:
"Huh! I believe ye're Dick Slater. yerself!"
"Quite right," laughed Dick.
"What yer want ter tell us he was Dick Slater fur?"
growled another.
"To keep you from giving him any information, if you
had any.
"An' what's goin' ter keep us from ketchin' yer now an'
deliv'rin' ye OYer ter ther British?" asked the third.
"These!" and Dick raised the pistols.
The men backed away uneas ily, and the leader said:(
"Vve was on'y jokin'. 'vVe donno whether ye're \Dick
Slater or no. Ye don't look ez ef ye knowed ernuff tef be
him."
Dick laughed and said:
'I may know more · than you think. Has Bill Cunningham
been through here lately?"
"No, he hain't. He don't come 'round this way much of
any.
"Does Tod Bluff roam about these parts?"
"Donno cnny sech pusson ," said the man, but Dick saw
by his slight change of color that he was not telling the
truth.
"V\i ell, you fellows are not above suspicion yourself, st.
you'd better get away before I - - " and Dick leveled his
pistols.
The men fled in great haste and Dick rode on, keepin g
his eyes on a clump of trees ahead of him on the right.
The spy might try to get ahead of him by keeping hidden
behind this clump.
Dick dashed ahead, and as he passed the clump saw the
spy coming across the open.
Dick would now be able to intercept him, as he had
hoped.
The spy had a swift horse, and if he had once secured a.
lead could have kept it.
The spy, seeing him, halted.
Dick rode on at an easy gait, looking back now and then
at the spy.
Reaching 4 house where he knew the people were patriots.
knowing all in the neighborhood, he stopped.
A woman came out and Dick said:
"Don't give any information to stran gers. There are
British spies about."
"Law!" said the woman. "Hain't we ne,·er goin' ter get
no peace from them fellers?"
"Oh, yes; some day," with a smile. "\\"hen we have won
our independence."
Then I hope ter goodness we'll get it soon. 'cause l'rn
most pestered ter death,. what with the British an' Tories an'
Hes.>ians an' aH."
''You will not be bothered many more years," said Dick.
''I'm going to get behind the barn. Tell me if any one
comes up."
The barn was not far off, and the woman could e4~Y
talk to Dick from where she stood.
In a few minutes she said in a low tone:
"There' s er feller comin' cp on'er s1nnkin' goocl hoas. UC'•
got brown whiskers."
Dick had thrown away the spy's false beard and the man
had recovered ~"Very good," said Dick.
In a short time he heard the tramp of hoofs and then
heard them stop in front of the house.
"Good morning, my good woman!" the spy said. "Hue
you seen any of our troops come this way?"
'What sort er troops be yourn?" the woman asked.
"They're all kinds."
CHAPTER XV.
"Why, General Greene's, of course. Are they in the ncifibborhood ?"
WITH FRIENDS AND FOES.
"I couldn't tell yer, reely," in a non-committal tone.
"Then you haven't seen them?"
Dick rode up in a hurry, but he speedily recognized the
"Reely, I couldn't say. Was yer lookin' fur 'cm.•tcr jinc
lnen as Tories, and knew that it would be no use to warn 'em?"
them against the spy.
".Yes, such was my intention.,'!
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"Wull, I guess yer better look crgin whcr ycr come from.
"An' et'lt do us mo' good than et will ther rebels, won't
Funny yer didn't see none. Mebbe yer wasn't lookin' fur et, Tod?"
'em.''
"Right ye air, Rube. Us 'three'lt be ernuff. I reckon."
"Then they are not in this direction?''
"On ther black swamp road?"
"Reely, I couldn't say."
· "Yus, 'bo t five erclock this cvenin' or a little be"Did a young man pass this way lately?"
fore.''
·
"I reckon he did."
"We'll be there."
"He's a spy. You don't want to give him any informa"So w'ill 1," was Dick's thought.
tion."
"Law! That's just what he said erLout yew!"
Dick came out as the woman spoke.
The spy tried to dash ahead, but Dick was too quick for
him.
CHAPTER XVI
Seeing that he could not get by, the spy fired a sudden
shot at Dick, wheeled swiftly, and flew off in the oppo ite
THE ROBBERY OF THE PAYMASTER.
direction.
Dick had ducked and the bullet flew \vild.
When Bluff and his two evil co mpanion s had gone on
He now fired at the stranger and shot away his false Dick got his horse an<l struck into the road aga111.
beard, besides giving him a painful scratch in the neck.
Riding on at good speed, he reache<l the camp early in
The spy fired again as he sped away and soon disap- the afternon.
peared.
Ile at once saw Bob. :V1ark. Jack And 1wo or three
"Law! But some men are plumb ca'less," the woman others and told them what he had heard.
said. "Jfe moil{ht er hit yer, firiu' like thet!"
".Bluff is up to his old tricks again, and we must prevent
"Yes,'' 5aid Dick. "but he did not."
his doing any more mi5chief," he added.
"An' that there feller is er British spy, is he?"
"Where is this black swamp the scoundrels were talking·
"Yes."
about?" Bob asked.
·
"He don't wear no red coat."
"I don't know, but we can probably find it."
"It woulrl not be safe," raughed Dick. "Neither do I
Dick asked some of the soldiers, but they could not gil·c
wear a blue coat sometimes, when I am out spying."
him any information.
"I want to know! An' air ye a soger?"
Then he asked a man who li ved in the neighborhood. and
"Yes."
he answered:
"But ye don't look more'n er boy."
"That's er swamp what dried up and burned over, an'
"There are many of us in active service. We are the that's why they call et ther black swamp."
Liberty Boys."
"Is there a road running through it?"
"I want ter know! I got er son in the army. I'm ex"Yus, an' it's a right smart pesky lonesome one, too.''
pectin' of him pooty soon. He comes erlong with ther
"Not much traveJ.ed, is it?"
men's money at reg'lar times, an' he's erbout due now."
"No. not much. Ther place was burned over, but they':>
''Paymaster. is he?"
dark holes into it yet, an· some young trees has growed
"Yus, an' I heard not long ergo that he was expected up, maples an' scrub oak, an' pine an' vines an' moss hangs
soon."
on ther tree$."
"\Vith th e money for the men?" Dick asked. ' ·
"Lonesome and dark at night. is it?"
"He may be comin' tcr get it. Sometimes 'he has ter
"\Va'll. I reckon it is, an' in ther dayti1m-. too. \\hat
run eround er lot after he gets it, erfort' he c'n pay off yer want ter go there fur?''
all ther men, 'cause ther diff'rent comp'nies is scattered
"How far is it?"
t'rbout.' '
•
·•'.Bout ten miles ter ther no'thwest. Ther main road
"J sec. ft is a dangerou s mission."
runs that way fur er spell an' then they·~ er i.J."roatl \\1lat
"Yu~. but he allus has er musket an' pist~b an' he ker- runs off'n
et ter ther swamp, !'other sid.: er lJt>lz,'r·~
r!es t ~er money in saddlebags, 'cause it's nght heavy at tavern."
1
times.
"Very good! Ten mile . you say? ..
"\Vhat's his name?"
"Yus ."
"Tom Neshitt.'
11ick Iiurried •o the gener;il',, quarter~ ~n<l said:
"Anv relat ~on to the Nesbitts at • 'inety·sixr' asked
"There is a plot to rob and perhaps murder Payma!>ter
Dick. ·
John iii esbitt."
"\\.h)', sherely. John Nesbitt is his uncle and Jim is
"Say you so, Dick? I know the man. How did you learn
hi s co usin. Law~ You don't mean ter say yer know our this?"
folk s?"
Dick related what he had learned, and added:
":\Lary and her mother, yes. and Jim, 1 have seen
"I am going to take some of the Liberty Boys, pre1·ent
the m." 1
this crime and capture the ruffians, if possible."
'·Do tell! \Vhy, cf that\ain't cur'ous."
"Very good, Dick. You know the place?"
''Tell him that you m"t Dick SJ,.ter, of the Liber~y
"'T can find it."
:{oy,;, and that I know Mary and think she is a very good
"'Lose no time, then. It is very fortunate you overheard
girl."
this despicable plan."
"\.Vhy, shcre!y, l will, and I'm glad to know yer, tew.
"Yes, indeed."
Yew boys are doin' right good work for ther cause, an' I
Dick then took Mark, Jack,.Paul Howes, the two Harrys,
hopr yc'll prosper."
Ben, Sam and one or two others and set out for the black
"Thank you, ma'am," said Dick, "and I trust that you swamp.
wiil live many years to enjoy the blessings of independThey would have to ride at a good pace to reach the
ence.
p!acc in time, but thev were used to that.
'l'hen Dick rode aw:a.y toward the camp.
After riding some time in the great road they met a man
hiding along a ruad where the moss-hung trees grew driving a cart.
fi11.:k on either side and made a sort of perpetual twilight,
"Where is Bolzer's tavern?" Dick asked.
Dick heard voices coming toward him.
"It's on here er piece. Yer leave this her road at the fust
One seemed familiar
and he hurriedly dismounted· turnin' ter ther west'ard, an' ye'll come ter et. Was yer
and led his horse under the trees, where he was completely thinkin' er stoppin' there?"
h~d~

"N~

In a short time three men came riding leisurely along.
"'Cause cf yer was, et has er bad name an' yer better
"Ther paymaster will be goin' through ther black swamp not show enny money ef yer don't want ter lose et."
road late this e\renin' an' we want ter meet him."
"Very good!" said Dick.
The voice was tha~ of Bluff.
At the first turn to the left they cut off from the main
"Yer imre he'll b<C +.here?"
rv.d.
'"Yus, that's ther quickest way fur him. He'll be payin'
In a few minutes they came to the tavern and the edge
ther militia <!!l' he'll have er heap o' money."
of the black swamp.
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Dick trusted them both thorough ly, anrl they were
'An evil-look ing man came out of the tavern and said: often with him on his expeditio ns, liking nothing better,
an'
rest
an'
"G oo d e,·en in', young sirs ! Won't yer stop
fact. as there was always such tc. be plenty of ex citeorink som e o' my good hom e brew? Or mebbe a jug o' in
·
ment.
g inger pop wi ll be more t o yer likin'?"
On they went, followi? g the trail, and presently Dick
" W hat t im e is it?" aske d Dick, catching sight of a great,
said:
tall clock t hro ug h one of the windows .
" This is Bluff himself we are followin g. I know the ruf1
"Four o'clock, but th a t' s early yet."
's tracks."
fian
·to
time
no
was
there
and
clock
o'
r
fou
It was more than
"Yes, we have followed them before," said Jack.
lose, as they might have some distance to ride yet.
"Then you may be stire that he has the saddleba gs . ~
"Forwa r d!" said Dick, and they rode on at a good pace,
Mark. "He would cheat his accompl ices out of their
added
D ick, :Mark and Jack lead ing.
if he could."
share,
place,
the
grew
ng
The farther t hey \vent the more forbiddi
"They may have divided the spoils." observed D1ck.
a nd it we ll deserYed the na me it had.
would be consider abl e we ight for one person to
It was a dry swa mp, but there were many dangero us "There
carry."
rs
murdere
pla ces in it, and many noo ks where thieves and
·
"Very true." said Mark a nd Jack.
m ight lurk.
"Ben will be sure and come ~P with t he other fello ws."·
"lf we only knew the place wh ere these scoundre ls were
"Jf any one can. he will."
helR."
great
of
b~
would
it
er
t
ymas
pa
he
t
up
old
h
o
t
i'lg
go
trail led through a tangled thi ck et, but th e boy$
The
/
Dick.
said
it untir ingly, and at length D ick said, s harply :
followed
must
we
not,
do
we
as
,
"But
:Mark.
d
ee
agr
" Very t rue,"
with you, boys! There he is !"
"Down
em."
th
or
him
either
meet
ri de on till we
seldom
and
rough
gh
althou
fined.
de
The road was well
t ravele d, and t he boys ha d no difficulty in t r aveling it.
At lengt h, at a point where it was da rkest and wildest,
CHAPT ER XVII.
they hea r d the sudd<.> ·1 so und of rapid firing.
'Torwar d !" cried Dick.
SOME OF THE MONEY RECOVERE D.
On they dashed, an d soo n, around a sharp bend , they
came upon a man, half lying o n the ground, by the side
Dick had seen Bluff suddenly appear from a mong a m as$
of a dead horse. firing a t three villainou s-lookin g men, who
rocks, with a rifle in his hands.
of
off.
making
ere
w
Down went the boys in an instant at Dick's comman d.
''Fire !" cried Dick. "Th ere is that scoundre d Bluff."
It was a timely warning .
A dozen shots went r at t ling thro ugh the trees.
the
came the sharp report of a t>ifle and a bu!let went
money!"
my
There
all
with
gs,
saddleba
my
got
e
"They'v
over the boys' heads.
stling
whi
y oung man said, hastily.
Crack~crack~crack!
"Stay here, Paul and H arry," said Dick. "Come on,
The three boys fired on the instant, and there was a wild
boys!"
wounded
yell.
the
with
mained
re
Paul a nd t he t wo I l ar rys
"Forwar d, boys!" cried Dick.
m an an d made him easier.
Up sprang all three and dashed forward , pist ols it(
"Are you badly hurt?" asked Paul, lifting him.
"Not seriously ; but I have three or four very painful hand.
Bluff was running toward an open space, with some~
w ounds."
thing over his shoulder .
"These m en a ttacked y ou to get your money?"
It was a saddleba g!
"Yes. They killed my horse and cut the saddleba gs.
Crack!
I resiste d all I co uld a n d wo unded more than one of the
Dick fired and hit it, causing the ma n t o sta gger.
,,villains. "
outlaws
and
On he ran, however , reaching a creek, w hose banks ros e
Tories
are
They
.
them
of
some
"\Ve know
above the water,
high
o f the wo r st i<tamp."
The · man was about t o leap across, a distance of abo ut
"You are soldiers, you boys?"
seven feet, when Dick fired again.
"We are ·some of the Li be rty Boys. That is Dick Slater,
The bullet struck the bag and brought Bluff t o his
head."
a
went
who
tain.
o ur cap
knees.
" I have h ear d of yo u boys. You are doing a splendid
The three boys were pressing on rapidly and w ould soon
w ork in the cause of independ ence."
overtake him.
said
ix,"
Ninety-s
at
Mary,
sin
cou
ur
yo
met·
"\Ye have
Bluff arose, threw the bag into the stream, gave a leap
Ha r ry T h urber. "You a re M r. Nesbitt? "
landed safely on the other side. \..,.and
girl.''
good
a
is
She
eh?
Mary,
et
"Yes. So yo u have m
good may it do you, y ou confoun ded r ebels !" he
"Much
think,"
boys
our
of
some
as
"Yes, and a ve ry good one,
yelled, as he spran g behi nd a tree.
lau!!he d Ha rry J udson.
Jack had fired just a moment befo re.
" Yes, that's what some of the boys think, and they all
The bullet struck the tree just as Bluff do dged l'eiiind
want to be t he somebod y."
it.
The boys d ragged the horse out of the way and made
Then they heard his footst eps hurrying t hro us;h the
t he y.Jt:ng man as comfo rtab le as possible , stanchin g the w oor1.
with
blond and binding up his woun ds t he best they c.ould
"Never mind him," s::i.id Dick. H e'll come to a bad e nd
t he facilities at •heir disp o sal.
day. y.ou may be sore."
some
Mean,vb lc, D ick, Mar k, Jack and the rest had ridden
"H e7 s thrown the bag do\vn into the raYine,'' 6.d<i ,
'
s.
ber
ob
r
e
th
after
on at hot speed
Mark.
FrC:!JUCnt be r,ds in the road bid them from sight and at
''W ~· 11 get it," answere d Dick, " for all of wh at Dlu ff
.
o ne point Dick said.
said."
After
woods.
the
into
gone
ave
h
"Some of the ruffians
They paused on the banks of th e strea m a nd looked
tl :em, Ben, l'om and Sam, ;:,n d a co uple lT)Orc."
down.
the
of
ail
t1
the
up
took
y
qu!cid
l3c1. and his comrade~
It was t wt1.ty fe.e t to the wat er, an d the des cent was
m en who had struck into t he woo ds, whil e Dick and the steep.
r e: kept on.
The stream had cut its way t hro ugh the rock , which
Tli ey saw fresh tracks o n the i oad a n d followed th em.
a pla ce for t he ha nds or feet.
Then t!!e tu.tt led int o the woo~s. where t.-"ley were par- was smooth, with n0t was th er e a ledge of seven o• eight
Only at the bottom
ti cularly wild and dark.
saddleba g partly reste d, half o f it
The r obbers had ab a ndoned their horses and Dick saw inches, and on this the
being in the water.
th at to fo ll ow h e would have to do the same.
"It's too far for us to reach, even if we stretched out,'~
Leavi ng the ho r se s w ith two o f the boys, Dick, Mark
Mark.
said
l.
ai
tr
the
ed
w
follo
and Jack
"If we did, the top fellow could not dtaw the others
Jack War ren w as Mark's closest friend and the two boys up," observed Jack.
often worked to gether, eac h knowing the other's way thor"We may be able to get at it .w ithout going down," an.,
oughly and being in perfect harmony .
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swered Dick "Run back, Jack and get one of the boys
and reins enough to reach it. We'll make a slip-knot and
draw up the bag."
Jack at once hurried away to carry out Dick's instruc1
tions.
It was growing dark in the wqods, and even here, where
it was open, there was half-twifight.
Dick had said th"at he would recover the saddlebags, and
Mark never doubted it.
Jack came back in twenty minutes with one of the boys
and the bridles of the horses.
"Get some torches, Mark," said Dick, as it was growing
much darker.
Mark cut several pine torches, lighted them and thrust
them in the earth along the bank.
Then the straps were knotted together and, kneeling on
the bank, Dick lowered the loop.
Swinging it out, he . let it descend into the water and
then began raising it carefully.
It came up under the edge of the saddlebag.
"If I can get it to balance, it will be all right," he said.
As he began to draw up on the loop, however, he saw
that the greater weight was on the ledge.
"I can't do it that way," he said, "without overweighting it. Some on'e will have to go down, after all."
"There isn' t very much of me," said "Jack. "I'll go
down."
1
"I think there's a good deal of you," laughed Mark. "I
don't see how we could get on without you."
"I don't weigh very much, any ho ."
The halters were of good, strong leather, and Jack had
no fear of their slipping or of the boys letting go.
They made a sling, put Jack in it and lowered him over
the edge of the bank.
With three strong boys holding onto the sling, there
,
was no danger of an accident.
Down went Jack till his feet touched the ledge.
"All right!" he shouted. '"That's low enough!"
The boys . slackened the sling somewhat and Jack bent
over and picked up t'he bags.
"All right!" he called. "Haul away!"
The torches gave the boys all the light they wanted, and
they drew Jack to the top, holding on to the bag.
"Good fellow!" said Mark. "Mr. Tod Blufi does not
know all that we can do."
Dick cut open the -bag and found the money safe inside.
"We have got this much, at any rate," he said, "an d
if Ben has been as fortunate we will have good reason
to congratulate ourselves."
"Ben Sp~dock is a pretty determined sort of fellow,"
declared Mark, "and you have taught him to carry out
w.h.:U£ver he undertakes."
They took the torches and set off through the sombre
woods toward where they had left the horses.
It was not so dark there, being more open.
"I don't suppose Ben needs any help," said Dick, "and,
as it is growing dark, we will wait for him wi-)ere we left
Sergeant Nesbitt."
They went on, therefore, finding Paul and the two Harrys
,
anxiously waiting their coming.
The paymaster was ov#rjoyed to learn that a part of
the money had been recovered and that Dick had hopes
•
t)iat all would be.
. He was feeling much more comfortable, and now Dick
dressed his wounds and sent him on with the two Harrys.
He rode double with Harry Thurber anc.Vwas much easier
.
~an ht !Jad been.
saddiebag, prorms"•g to bring it to him
~o.t !u::>t
at tne camp.
The boy~ had faced danger ti> ~ iii, and they could be
trusted to keep it safe until they reached the camp.
"I can never thank you sufficiently for what you have
bne, Captain," he said, afl he rode o'ff.
"Tnen don't try," with a !;mile.
Meanwhile, Ben, Sam and a boy called Tom Hunter, had
hotly pursued the two men who had been with Bluff.
The outlaws rode on furiously, Ukin1e Bluff's houe with
them in order to deceive Dick.
No one could deceive Dick Sla1er, however, when he
could ,see a trail so plain, and the result had proved that

tac

Bluff

~

not as- ~v.er af! he hd thought.
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The two outlaws at fength sent Blufrs horse scampering through the woods and kept on.
Ben saw him going on, riderless, however, and kept after
'
the two ruffians.
Coming in sight of them, the boys fired and wounded
one of them.
He tumbled off his horse and dove into the dry swamp.
The three boys hurried on and rapidly overtook the
other man, who had the saddlebag thrown over his own
saddle.
At length his horse stumbled and he was throw~1. .
Dashing ahead, he reached a deserted cabm m ~he
swamp, half buried and in a tangle of new growth, which
almost hid it. '
Here he took refuge, while the three boys prepared
to surround the place and capture him.

CHAPTER XVIII.
A 'BAD MAN'S BAD END.

"You take the back of the cabin, Sam," said Ben; ''I'll
take the front, and Tom can watch the side."
The boys advanced cautious_ly, having dismounted ..
Den musket in hand kicked m the rotten door and said:
'·Co~e out of there; you scoundrel, or we'll smoke you
,
out!" /
Then Sam, at the rear door, asked:
"Are you coming out?"
_,
"No, I ain't!" with a snarl.
«I'm going in, Sam," called out Ben. "Look out and don't
shoot men."
"All ri ght; I'm going in myself."
Then both boys entered, and there was a sound as of
some one hurrying up a ladder.
The boys saw the outlaw just disappearing in the loft
,
overhead.
"That won't do you any good," said Ben. "If you don t
.
come down, we'll set the place on fire.
They heard a step overhead and then all was qmet.
"Get a match, Sam. vVe'Il soon smoke this fellow out."
Sam. lighted a sulphur match a1~d set fire to a lot of rub.
bish on the earth floor of the cabm.
Smoke began to rise in volumes, and then a shot was
beard, followed by a startled cry.
The two boys· ran out of the cabin and saw Tom looking
.
.
.
.
up at the window.
The outlaw was hanging half out of this, limp and lifel~ss .

"Did you do for him. Torn?" asked Ben .
"No, he did for himself."
"vVhat do you mean?"
"He was trying to get out of the window, thinking that
no one was here, when the trigger of his musket caught
on the sill and the piece was discharged."
"And killed him?"
"Yes. I have not fired a shot."
Tlae man had not moved all this time, and there was no
question that he was dead.
Smoke was pouring out of the upper window, and if he
had been alive the man would hav<' moved.
Th.: boys went in, stamped out the fire and then ascended
to the loft and brought the man down.
He was dead and, laying !}.im ·on the grass outside, the
boys began to look for the saddlebag.
It was nowhere i1'I the log cabin, either above or below.
"He must have thown it away wi1cn Tie dismounted," sai~
Sam.
The boys went back and began a careful search.
At last, after a long hunt, they found it iD a dump of
bushes, where the man had thrown it.
They buried the outlaw in a dry ditch, ~ring him with
stones, sods a'ld dry leaves.
It was nearly dark when the bo-ys left the cabin and quite
so when they came up with Dick and the rut.
"Well?" asked Dick.
"We've got half of it," said Ben; "but we had a hunt for

I

it."

And we havc~he other half,. rmd had· to WOt'k-ior- it."

.,
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"You generally ·<lo have to work for what you get in this
world," observed Mark.
"It would not be worth having if you did not," put in Jack,
with a laugh.
The boys rode on and reached the camp in the early
evening, the money being safely delivered.
Then Dick and his little party returned to their own camp,
where the Liberty Boys were anxiously awaiting their coming.
•
.
"Yez have come back wid foine appetoites for your supper,
Oi'll go bail." said Patsy.
"And with plenty to tell about, too." added Bob.
"You are both right." laughed Dick, "so while we are
eating our suppers, we will tell you what happened."
"Did you got dot money?" asked Carl, "or was dose robber
vellers got it?"
"Sure, that's no way to have a story," said Patsy, in disgust. "That's loike atin' yer puddin' before yer mate."
·
"What der difference was, so long as you was got both
alretty?"
"Sure, it's not the way to tell a sthory at all, an' yez'll have
to wait for the ind till yez get to it."
"Subbose 1 was died before you was got to der end? Den
1 don'd was heard how dot sory was corned onid."
"Yez'll wait and hear it in its proper ordher or not at all,''
1
said Patsy, and he had his way.
Rawdon having abandoned Ninety-six and a letter to him
from Balfour at Charleston haviryg been intercepted, Greene
was now prepared to turn the tables on the enemy.
·
Lee Marion and Sumter were all enlisted in this work, and
the Liberty Boys found plenty to do, desidcs being on picket
duty.
.
Dick's recovery of the money meant for the soldiers was
highly praised by General Gr.ee!1e, ~nd the Liberty Boys
were gi,·en many chances to d1stmgmsh themselves on that
account.
Tod Bluff was not seen in that part of the State, but at
the battle of Eutaw S11.rings, some time later, he and some
of his men were disc~ered robbing the Briti~h camp and
were shot dead.
Some of the Liberty Boys kept up their acquaintance
with the Nesbitts, and Mary. who remained a stanch patriot
through it all, did not die an old maid.
/

'-

'N'ext week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS
AND THE QUEE~'S RANGERS ; or, RAIDING THE
RAIDERS."

CAT ATTACKS SNAKE.
William Lessig gateman for the -railroad at the
grade crossing ra~t of the bridge over the Ramapo River, K Y., tells of a battle between a rattlesnake and
a cat. JJooking up the tracks, Lessig saw• a rattler
four feet long winding its way toward the river. He
picked up a club but, he declares, a cat pounced ~nto
the back of the snake. The snake fought desperately
and succeeded in getting a sting which caused the cat
to release its hold and crawl 'away to die. 'rhe snake
also died.

PI RATES TAKE SHIP.
Pirates concealed in the steerage of the steam.ship
Maria roverpowered . the crew while the vessel was
bound from Novorossysk for Batum and robbed the
passengers, obtaining 50,000,000 rubl es. On arriving
at Batum officers of the vessel made a report of the
robbery to the British police, who captured several of
the pirates.
Pirates frequently land along the shores of the Black
Sea and rob villages. .At Trebizond, recently, pira~s
boarded a Greek schooner and stabbed or threw overb oard its crew of fifteen men. 'l'hey also -captured :the

Russian steamship Constantion while the vessel was
bound from Batum to Const3;ntinople.

SHARK LEATHER STRONG AND PLIABLE.
The Bureau of Fisheries, United States Drpartment
of Commerce, reports excellent progress in the tanning
of fish leather. One company which is tanning fish
skins has established a station in North Carolina and
another in Florida for the capture' of iiharks and porpoises,' and is meeting '1-vith succes1:> in its fo:hery for
sharks. It is understood that the nnmbC'r of' stations
will be increased as rapidly as possible. Another company has recently acquired a sitr for a fannery in
\Y ashington whic;h plans to tan the hides of sharks,
beluga, hair seals, etc:
Samples of leather recently submitted show marked
improvement in appearance over earlier samples. 'l'he
leather is soft and pliable and appears to have ample
strrngth for many uses.
The nets which the bureau develop ed for the capture
of sharks are proving· successful and are being adopted
for the fishery. At the fishery stations thr liver oil is
being extracted.
/,
GOOD WILL AN ASSET
One asset that can never be gained by a profit eer is
good will, according to Vernon S. Smith, in a r~cent
issue of the Grand Rapids Commonwralth. Good will,
he says, is more than an intangible asset. Ju prcvion:-;
timf's and even of late years it has been the cniitom t o
buy and sell a busincs~ ancl good will. That addition
to the assets of one's business should n ever be neglected. l\lr. Smit~ declares, and points out that by f'Ooperation in thrift between the producrr, the merchant,
the purchaser and the Government saving campaign,
good will may be mutually obtaineL1.
" .Almost anybody with money enough to stock a
store," said :J{r. Smith. "can make mon<'y these days
-if he has no conscience.
"T read the other day where some~ fellows went into
busin ess in Battle Creek on a capital of $:2,000 and
cleanrd up $11.000 in about six months.
' · The>y were profiteers in all the ugly significance of
the name, if the story be ti·ue, and ii is to be l:v:Jp"d
that they will be made to pay up promptly.
"Don't let conditions run away with your common
sense or your conscience.
" X ot only because Uncle Sam is out with a hig iitie k
for those who unfairly take advantage of the present
situation, but because the future ' good will' of your
customers can be irreparably lost if yo n exact more
than you should on the necessities of life.
''.A grocer in a small town down east is ml'J,king the
hit of his life with signs su·ch as 'Be 'rhrifty,' 'Don't
Buy Too Much,' 'The Best Way to Live Well is to Buy
Carefully,' etc., etc.
''These signs appeal to reason, because they ~,,.
the grocer to be of stronger :fiber than the ' p;rab it .Q.{J.'
w ofi.teers.
- "They're the greatest little 'good will' builders yott
ever saw-and they have increased his business tremendously.
"Try being fair these days--even for policy 's sakeand see how strongly it will react in favor of your
bank account."
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CURRENT NEWS
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TO HAVE AND TO HOLD.
made were shown in the last week in the Musue m
He walked into the office where I sat. From an in- of N~tural History
. Englan d has the other half of
side pocket he took a sealed envelo pe. He laid it on the font, which
was cast in Seoul, Corea, in 1403, some
~y desk.
years before the discove ries of Forste r Gutenb erg r..nd
"My bookke eper died last night, " he said. "This the other early
typema kers in Europe . It seems, t1:'.t&,
is his estate. A month ago he asked me to put this that to the Corean
s belong s the distinc tion of havmg
envelo pe in my strong box. His wife has asked me to invente d and
first produc ed separa te type charac ters
open it. She has no idea what it contai ns-nor have I.
in metal.
Jlut it is all he left except ing a wife and baby.' '
Each type is cylindr ically concav e on the under side,
Then he opened the envelop e. One hundre d shares of in order
to make it cling more firmly to the bed of bees~-mining stock, marked on the face, ''One foolish move- wax which constit uted the "form ." When the type
kept as a remind er." One hundre d shares or oil stock, had
been firmly and evenly embed ded in the wax
written across the face, "Fooli sh move No. 2--nev er the printer
, sitting cross-l egged before the form,
~gain." Then three Liberty bon~\.---$200 of
the first covere d the type with ink applied with a soft brush.
'issue, $300 of the second , and $300 of the third-$ 800 Theµ
the paper was laid -lightly on the form and_ a
in all. Then there was an accide nt insuran ce policy piece of
and a letter addres sed to ''My dear wife." That was all. one handfelt was brush ed gently over the paper .with
after which the other remove d the printed
My friend took up the phone. He told the ·wido"\v the page.
n'
was possibl e to strike off as many as 1,500
·~ntents of the envelop e.
impres sions a day in this way.
"I ne!id $300 for immed iate expens es; can you get it
Throw n as.ide as useless , the font lay as rubbis h on
~or me on the bonds 1'' she asked.
L. "I can sell $300 of the bonds at once," he said. "and the floor of the govern ment printin g office at Seoul
during the Japan ese invasio n of 1592-97, and so lay
tpring you the money ."
unnoti ced and escape d being carried off into Japan.
· As he hung up the receive r he turned to me and said, Later,
lwwev er, the types were collect ed and the font
·•'Wha t a wonde rful thing this Libert y bond issue has
again
made
up and used for printin g.
'been- how many aching hearts it has helped to soothe.
Althou
gh
this font was the first to be. n:ade of
Old Calder was workin g for me for $50 a week. He
lived on $40 and until these Libert y loans began he movab le metal type, variou s method s of prmtm g had
gamble d the ten-a-w eek hoping to mali'e a strike. These already been in vogue for centuri es. Dr. Bertho ld
stock certific ates are two of his ventur es but he made Laufer anthro pologi st and Orient alist, has recentl y
many more- a hundre d here and a hundre d there as he drawn ' up an excelle nt referen ce summa ry of the importan t dates in. the history of printin g. As early as
got it togethe r.
"Then the Liberty loan came along. He was filled 175 A. D. texts of the Chines e classic s were engrav ed
with patriot ism and he began at once to salt a little on stone tablets , and impres sions were taken on paper
extra- not becaus e he saw the wisdom of his invest- by rubbin g. In 593 classia 'll books were printed by
means of woode n blocks, block- printin g on a smalle r
ment, but becaus e he wanted to help Uncle Sam.
"Poor fellow, he didn't realize that these saving s scale having alread y been practic ed. In 764 Japan
would so soon stand betwee n his wife an<t baby and ab- adopte d block- printin g, and in the tenth centur y ~here
ject povert y. Eight hundre d dollars isn't very much, were discov ered in i.'ayoum , Egypt, block- prmted
but it will pay her immed iate bills and suppor t her books in Arabic .
From the tenth to the fourtee nth centur y a rapid
until she is able to get on her feet.
"God, if we could only push this lesson home, " he develo pment of printin g took place, there being now
continu ed. ''If it were only possibl e to make all who extant a block- printed history of China, in 100 volume s,
have investe d in Liberty bonds see that they have made publish ed in 1172. In 1293 the Mongo l rulers of Persia
the most sen,..fole move of their lives- if we could find caused ihe issue of paper notes made after the Chines e
method of block printin g. In the fourt eenth centur y,
~:me way to make them cling to their in vestme
nt up block printin
g was adopte d in 'l'hibet . In the eleven th
'Co their last ounce of holding -on power!
"Now that the war is over there will be thousa nds of centur y Pi Sheng of China' had invent ed movab le types
financi al parasit es huntin g out these investo rs atid of- of cl:i.y.' But it was not until '403 that the separa te
fering all kinds of 10 to 20 per cent. get-ric h-quick metal types we:ra invent ed in Corea.
stocks in exchan ge for Liberty bonds, and thousa nds
Twent y years a.fter this event follow ed the first dated
will fall for it and then in the crisis widow s will have wood engrav ing made in Europe , a repres entatio n of
nicely engrav ed certificate13 with 'foo1ish investm ent' St. ChriEt opher. In 1437 Conrad Forste r, the Domin written across the face. Is there no way to stop it.1" · ican of Nurem berg, began to employ movab le types on
•'We can help,'' I said, ''and we will.'' An·d that's the bookbi ndings . And two years later John Gutenb erg
reason I'm telling this story.
started the experim ents which cUlmin.ated in 1448 in his
printin g press in Mayen ce .
. t!f°! r:.:f :~ . ,· ~"'1} . '
COREANS MADE THE FIRST
The next thirty years saw the rapid spread of print· · · ··
FONT OF MOVABLE TYPE ing by press in Rome, Paris, Spain and Englan
d, suc·
Fifty pieces of movab le type bearin g Chines e charac - cessive ly, the innova tion in Englan
d being marke d by
~rs, being part of the tirst font of movab le type
ever William <:U.taa "s :famo • press ait W ~1"ielt' Abbey .
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A. D. T. No. 33

_,

N'o Harry did not pick up a million dollar;; in the

street and receive half of it as a reward . E.r·. om its
gratefu l loser.
He did not stop a runawa y horse and save the life
of a beautif ul young heil'ess and marry her on tlrn day
he was twenty -one; nor rescue an aged and wealth y
woman from a burnin g buildin g, who immed iately
adopte d him, drew up her will in his favor, and then
promp tly d~d, leaving him all her wealth .
No; none of these things. so often detaile d in ficti on
and so seldom realize d iu fact, happen ed to A. D. T. 33.
(.A SERI.A L STORY .)
On the c..ontar:v, it all began in the simple st way
possibl r, an cl Ila rry went 1o bed that nie-ht withou t
CH.AP TER I.
tlw least idea tl!at · an.\•tl1ing of the sort hau beg1m.
·
A BOY WHO DREA MED
Tt earn" in thl' form of a call.
m:m
excited
s,
nervou
a
ten
AL twentr minute<i past
Harry Carley was just an ordina ry distric t llH'!>SPn
age
pack
small
a
with
office
the
at
in
less.
bu11ing
earn<'
ger boy, nothin g more, nothin g
s up on Fifth
addres
an
at
ed
candy
deliver
a
kept
wanted
he
mother
~»hieh
his
and
dead,
was
His father
a vrpne.
store over in the 9th wartl of the city o( N PW York.
·'These are rail mad bonds. '' the boys on the waitin g
Harry was eightee n at the time of which we write,
ill
st
lJUt
bench hea1·d him sa~'. "They are valuab le. I want
rather young lookin g for his age, under-sizec'l,
.~er
aud
ded.
red-hea
,
to ~encl tlwm by the best boy you have ~~ot. Should
you
growin g slowly ; freckle d-faced
they be lost it will make all kinds of trouul e."
tainly no beauty from an point or view.
assohie;
amonp.And "·hen the boys heard this they all agreed with
And yet Harry Carley was kno"·n
''
.
.
Boy
Tom11f.V 's whis1w-red remark :
ger
Sniek
Messen
the
of
''Boss
ciates as the
s
stPriou
rn.1
"T>at's t'irty-t 'ree."
Why t his should be was one of those
Of co11rsP !
things which one occasio nally bumps up a;.:u iust . in
Who else?
knocki ng ab out the world.
nor the
i "one of t hr boys Wl're in the least surp1·i;;ed
.A. D. T. No. 33 was Harry 's numbe r <1t the office
offi ce
190the
of
y,
spring
Bal'tl<'
the
Tohn
in
.•
g
::\Ir
workin
when
]Jim
jealous
find
hit
we
e
least
wher
of
y
3::i.
vi<'init
No.
iak
called
immcd
manag er, rang hi:-; bt'll and
said office being located in the
Harry weut fon.varcl on t1lC jump.
Il<'rald Square .
"Bond s.'· said ),!J·. Bartley , briefly . '"I'o lJc deliver - Certain ly the boy did not look the pa rt, a11d yet lw
the
tit<'d
cominn1
whieh
w<1v
certain
ed with t hi~ lrttrr to :.\fr. Caleb Semplr , No. - - F'ifth
had about him a
avenue . near 68th street. IInstle ! Extra 9are."
respec t of the boys and the bosses alike.
He was absolu tely truthfu l, sci ·upulousl~· h@e~t. al· ··K onldn "tit b<> lwttrr to entrust the paekag e lo an
iom,.
industr
and
alert
most
and
l,
cheerfu
w-ays
older boy'" asked the man, lookin g No. 33 ove'l"
Add to thii:: good. sound commo nsense, irncl it i·· no <lonb1fnllv.
w onder that everyh ody liked Harry Carlf:'".
"~ro,·'·replied the manag er. "Xo. 33 is the be8t
At all events a l1 the hoys in the officr lookrd up io1 boy we have in the office. That ·s m~· end of the j ob,
him. and no one cve1· thougl it of makin g an~- 1uo,· ~ sir. I 1hink you will firnl it all right."
which concer ned the interes t of all hands withou.t f!rst
The man raised no further objecti on. a·1d Ilarl'y,
consul ting A . D. '1'. 3B.
with the lettrr and packag e, started on his v. ay.
Consid er ing his positio n in life, Harry had bren
It was raining hard, a cold, rnw, l'ast01·1y stc·rm.
verv carefu llv educat ed.
Harry got np to 58th street and li'ifth ilvenuc by
His dead father, who was a school teache r, saw the elec1rics, and started to walk th0 remain ing nine
t o t hat .
blocks.
H e was quite a reader in his way, too, and ah:> in
When he reachr d his numbe r he saw that it was
a w ay someth ing of a dreame r.
<l to one of the finest of the many elegan t man.
attarhe
H e used t o imagin e that some day he would come sions facing Centra l Park on this side.
in t o a fortun e; that he would marry a beautif ul womOf course, its owner must be a million it ire.
an-he had her picture d in his mind from the time
yet Harry, who, like most of th~ t!pt0WY 1 m<' S..
.And
he w as twelve years old.
b oys, knew all the promin ent milli()n air es t::"
Harry was sure thhat he should not always be a senger had never heard of Mr. Caleb Semple .
name,
m esseng er boy, and t h er e were times when he wonl.d.
But there was n othin~ so very str ange in that, e.itber.
lie aw ake nights planni ng what he would do with that
New York is a big tl."wn.
fortun e when he got it.
There reside in it m.any million aires, coneer nin'
Such were the dreams of .A. D. T. 33.
the genera l pu bli.c know n othing and care lc,s~
There has Qee.n such things known as dreams com- whom T. No. 33, as he sized the h ouse, came tn fb!9
.A. D.
ing true.
sion that its owner must be one of th ese.
But tpere was no sign of any such realiaz ation on conclu house looked so swell that Harry cooolu ded td
The
the mornin g of the .April day of which we purpos~ t0
try it at the baseme nt, fea1·ing a call (lown if he went
write, and yet on that same day occurr ed the first to the front door.
of the singula r t r ain of events which was uliima tely
But there was someth ing the ma.t1;er :with pie J:>a-.
of the
{iestin ed t o alter t h e whole career of the "Boss _-.. • ...
- - · ··- • .. ,
-_...:,_
- ··
ment J:>e:ij...
;Messenger Bo~"

-OR- -

The Boss of the Mes seng er Boy s
By RALPH MORTON
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He did not know there was anyon e in the hall 1mtil
to
Harry couid not seem to make it ring, so he had
all at once a harsh voice shout ed:
go to the front door after all.
"Here , you young ·vagab ound, come out of .hat!
Herc the bell rang all right, and prese ntly a .Japan
your
What do you mean by going on my carpe ts with
ese butle r answe red the ring.
es?"
cloth
wet
and
feet
y
mudd
It was pouri ng torren ts then.
Harry got back into the hall on the jump.
aud
"Mr. Semp le," said Harry , takin g the p:icka ge
''I beg your pardo n, miste r, I - I - - ' ' he gaspe d.
letter out from under his rubbe r cape.
"I- I--" repea ted the man, mimic king him.
the
"Yes ," said the J a p. "Bell y wet. You come in."
''How dare you come in here 1 Your place is in
"Oh, I shall wet the carpe t," obj dcted Harry .
."
know
to
ought
you
as
ule,
vestib
"You comee in. Mebb e answ er," sat.ti the Jap.
"The Jap told me to come in, sir."
he
t.h<•
Harry had no dispo sition to argue the matte r, so
"The man is a fool. Here, take this Jetter to
stepp ed inside , and the Jap shut the door.
out."
Get
.
money
addre ss on it. Here' s your
"Wan tee answe r." he dema nded.
c!J
He was a tall man, a very thin man , and an
.
Haery
d
replie
so,"
think
was
"I don't know . Don't
eve
Our
les:
wrink
man. His face was a inass of
'· Bctt0 r ask the boss. ''
·
gone altoge ther.
went
and
ge
packa
the
Thr ,fap took the letter and
as a whole , he was about the 11gliest lookin g
Taken
upsta irs.
and he was
par- old sinne r Harry had ever looke d upon,
The ha11 was a wond er, but the grand saloon , or
door.
front
the
of
e
outsid
the
on
get
to
h
enoug
er glad
ht, as
lor, which opene d off from it, was more of a wond
thoug
he
le,"
Semp
Mr.
"I wond er if that is
stil I.
e.
avenu
the
down
d
hurrie
he
The door stood open and A. D. T. 33 could look
And then he found himse lf wond ~ r!n .~ ;:i,lso, i-f this
in.
right
to the
his disag reeab le old man could be anyth ing
Harry had seen many a swell parlo r befor e in
seen beaut iful girl in the pictur e.
time, but h e was ready · to admit that he had never
And such was the way it all began .
fi.n,e
ry,
statua
es,
anyth ing to come up to this for pictur
furnit ure, and all the rest of it.
But there seeme d to be a pall over this house .
Not a sound could Harry hear.
\TT. \PTE R II.
the
Every thing which mone y could provi de to make
place elega nt had evide ntly been provi ded.
TO BE BOSS T
WI-II Cil
But where were the peopl e 1
Harry Felt as he was stand ing at the door of a tomb.
Harry kept on dream ing about the girl in the picPrese ntly the Jap came down stairs again .
all the rest of that <lay, and he thoug ht of 11£r
ture
slie
He wore soft slippe rs. and made no noise.
many times durin g tl~e next day, but after that
He caugh t A. D. T. 33 unaw ares, and gave him quite gradu ally faded out of hi!'l mind.
tlrn
a jolt.
But some weeks later it all came back again by
as
Harry
For Ila rr·y had taken to his old trick of dream ing
'which
paper
a
in
ent
tisem
adver
an
of
readin g
he stooll lookin g in throu gh the parlo r door.
happe ned to pick up in a car.
,"
down
comee
He
r.
answe
get
yair,
say
le
"Mr. Semp
It read thus:
said t he J·ap.
"$1,000 DEW ARD ."
.
Harry
d
replie
,"
"Oh, all right
cl will be paid for inform ntion
rew8r
above
"ThPthere
alone
He had woncl rrcd at the man leavin g him
disco very of the prese nt where the
to
lead
may
which
in the hall. Ile thoug ht that now snre1:-· he would about s of Charl otte 8emp le, forme rly or Kinde rhook ,
ing,
the
st.and and watch to see that he did not stenl anyth
N. Y., who marri ed Thom as Brow n, or of any of
a>vay.
fa<leLl
esly
noisel
only
letter
but instea d of that the Jap
by
te
unica
desce ndant s, if decea sed. Comm
Harry return ed to his dream ing.
with Caleb Semp le. No. - - Fifth avenu e."
face.
a
about
e,
He was dream ing about a pictur
Then .A. D. 'r. 33 fell to wond ering if by any po5·
The pictu re hung over the mant d in the parlo r.
had seen in 1\fr.
ps flibility the origin al of the pictur e he
C1iarIt wa s a half-l ength por1r ait of a girl of perha
Semp le 's house could be a child of the missin g
' i:::-htce n.
so beau- lotte.
·e
N:nry voted that he had never seen a face
It never occur red to him that it might be a pictm
tiful.
f.
ed of the woma n hersel
He was dream ing about the face he had dream
Harry dream ed about this for the rest of the day,
about ever since he was a ihtle boy.
and then he forgo t all about it again .
lt see1ned to him _that this face resem bled the face
The next day Harry got a job which he did not like,
would he
he liad so long bee,·· ~ccustomed to imagi ne
it all came about throu gh his being consid ered
but
to bethat of this mythi cal beaut y who was one day
as the ''boss of the messe nger boys. ''
come his wife.
He had no soone r taken his place on the bench that
tool;
dream
the
but
,
course
of
lous,
ridicu
It was
on the day shift just then- when .Mr.
cross morn ing-h e was to his desk at the b~k of the room.
such a stron g hold of Harry that he ventu red to
him
called
up at Bartl ey
the parlo r and stood under the pictur e, gazin g
''Loo k here, Carle y, I shall have to shift you,' ' said
it.
the managP,r .
he
.And her.e he stood , ·still dream ing, until all at once
"Shif t niei': cried Harry , great iy troub ied, for
y.
Bartle
Mr.
of
he got a joit.
deal
great
he thoug ht a
He had not heard the man come down stairs , for
,(To Be Cont...iued.).
also wore soft slippe rs.
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FROM ALL POINTS
FIRST JAPANESE EMBASSY.
' the first time recorder. So accurate was this method of
The ;first Japanese Ambas~ador ~o s~t foot 0 11 Ameri- finding .th?, exact. hour of noo;i that it is s~ill employ.e d
n so1l reached San Francisco fifty-eight years ago, at sea m shootmg the .sun, though an unproved rnhen a party of the leading statesuwn of the Xippe:n s~ru ruent, the sextant, is generally used. "Shadow
avele<l to America to ratify the treaty made a few time" answered well enough when the 1:11111 was shining,
nrs before by Commodore Peny. H was this trt.>at.v but ~xccpt for a. gt:ess by the position of the stars, the
hich marked the beginning of the •lommercial and passmg hour.s of mght could not be measured, so the
plomatic relations of Japan with the outsi•b world, ~,lock was mvcnted, the first probably being the
d transformed the ancient and Asiatic kingdom iuto cl.cps~rclra, :' or water-clock. It is sai~l the~· existed in
n_10dcrn world po,vcr. In 187'4 ct:gidat' diplomatic re- ~hma m 26 i,9 B. C.. They were certamly rn use there
tions were established. 'fhe tren<y effected by Perry m 1100. B. C. Takmg the latter date as correct, this
·oviLled for the opening of certair, ports to An-,eriean ~abl~ gives an ~lementary hint of the three great steps
ips, but only for effecting repairs an:l obtaining sup- m tun~ measurmg:
lies. The treaty' was the operting w edge for the snbSliadow time, 2000 to 1000 B. C.; dials and waterquent agreements by which Japau wai;; 0pe11cd to clocks. JOOO B. C. to 1000 A. D.; clocks and watches,
·ee commerce with the world.
1000 to 2000 A. D.
'l'he principle of all water clocks is the escape of
water from a vessel th.rough a small hole. It is evident
that such a vessel will always empty itself in about the
OSSIFIED MAN IS BUNCOED OUT OF $50.
san:.e
amount of time. The opposite method is used in
For the first time in many y_ears Coney Island's ossied man was shaken with emotion when he discovered fndia. A Lronze cnp wi~ h a small hole in the bottom is
at be had been buncoed out 0£ $50. Ou his high floate.d on the .water in a large vessel. Gradually the
erch in one of the big freak tents he had eyed every cup fills and ?I'' ~s. wh.ereupon the "time-boy," sitting
isitor for <lays, expecting to see a certain well-known near?y, empti es it, strikes the hour upon the cup and
utomobile manufacturer enter at any time, for some sets it a~lo a t one c more. Most interesting of all waterne had told hiru that Henry Ford was going to give clocks is nn douhtedly the "copper jars dropping
im a car for a present, and on the strength of this in- water," 'vhi ch still stands in a little tower in Canton
China, 11 1H1 is snid to he over 3,000 years old. It con:
tri'mation had borrowrd the $50.
~ists
0 f fo ur copper jars, imb ed<lcd one above the other
But the other day the ossifi ed man, wliose name is
rank \Varden, gave up hope of getting the Ford and m step"' of masonry. In twelve hours all the water
ccided to try aud get back the fifty. 'l'he business of from the top jar flows into th ' lowest. l\1any other
etting him to the City I\Iagistrate 's court presented mctltocls besides the wat~r-cLock were used; candles
rave problems, but a truck finally was obtained and he and lamps marked to burn a certain space in a "iven
·as driven to that place. :Magistratr O 'Neill, on be- time and ih comparatively lat.e times, the ..>~11ci ,!l;ss.
The forerunner of the mod ern clock was inventrcl by
ng informed that he was below, decided to save the
De
Vick in 1:36.J. It was the first · clock consisting of
ttendants the inconvenience of carrying the stonernan
nto his court by going down to the curb to hear his toothed whee!:J and containing the fundam ental features of present timepieces. References to clocks are
·om plaint.
He issued a warrant at once for Joseph W . Gilbert, quoted back as far ·as 1000 A. D., bnt thL'Y may have
clerk employed at the Bush 'rerminal and living at referred to bells and dials.
005 Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn. and despatched some ·Within the. few years before and after 1660 the clock
!::cers after hi::n. \V~.::n Gilbert arrh-.3d in custody of was perfected. The nendulum, the ancho1· and ciead
he officers ht- had a whispered vOnversation with the beat escapement, :he minute and second hands the cirssified man, after which the latter withdrew his com- cular balance and the hairspring were invented in ·this
period, since which no fundamental improvement in
laint.
either· clocks Or watches has been reC(l"<:{ed. ('1~w"\ls
driven or regulated by electricity simpiy t-ransmit time·
LOCK ONE OF FIRST DEVICES
the timekeeping is done by a master clock with pe<1du~
INVENTED BY MAN lnm and wheels, just tlS by any grandfather's clock of
For unnumbered centuries the measuring of time 200 years ago. This lack of progress is impre!:ls1ve
as engrossed men's attention. At first the day was the when it it recalled that the last two centuries ii.ave
nit, little succe13s being achieved in computing the produced more inventions than in all previous hiFtory.
ours of darkness. Eventually the day waN divided Modern science. however, is coming to the on1ruOll th.at
· to twelve hours, and, as these varied in le g th with a time measurer composed of wheels and - pinions a
be latitude and season of the year, an ext a r,L'dinary driving power and a regulator in the form of a p~n
mount of human ingenuity was expended iu separating dulum or balance, is at best a clumsy device and that
he period from sunrise to sunset into twelve equal a better one should be produced.
arts.
(Data from the Book of W enders, by permission of
This old system is still followed in Constantinople. Bureau of Industrial Education, Inc., Washington,
he shadow of a straight r od driven into the earth was D. C.)
· ·
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died al their respective homes withm fi.ft'ee
THE LIBER'fY BOYS OF '76 night
utes of each other. According to t he police, on e
women rvmarkcd to a neighbor, " Won 't y ou h
little moonshine whisky?"
The man alleged to have given :Mrs. Br yant t h
tle has not been found.
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OF OCEAN IS FIXED BY SOUND WA
IDEPTH
By sollilding with sound waves 'instead of a

.06 Cents
.7G Cents

cahle a Frenchman has been able t o determine
depth of the ocean in a few sPconds where the ordi
a.oo
process requlres minutes or hours. In contr ast t
usual equipment of c>able, reels and donkey engin
P OSTAGE FREE
e_quips himself simply with a quantity of high e
HOW TO SE ND lllONE'll-At our risk send P. O. Money
Order, Check or Registered L.Jtter; remittances in any other
sive, a lr1ic1·ophone aud a chronometer. Detonat i
way a re at y o ur risk. ~re n~cept Postage :>tamps the same as
caall. W hen sendiug sliver wrup the Coin in a sevarate piece
charge of explosive iu the wakr of his moving w
of paper to avoid cuttlnll:' the envelope. Write your name and
he hears in his microphone bath the noise of d et
a44rees plainly. Address letters to
tion and the echo produced by reflection from t h e
FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER.
tom. Rrailing the time interval from the chronom
and knowing the speed of sounl; in water, he ii;
COOOOOOOCXXX:X:'OOC::XX>OOCX:XX:X::OOC::XX>OOCX:XX>Oo6 to ca lcnlate th e ocean's deptl1 at tha t point. 'f
I
have shown that the method yields sufficiently aecu
results for practical purposes.-Popular ~1:ech anics
1.50

LATEST EVENTS

'

{

BORN IN AUTO.

SOME GIANT TUSKERS.

Mr. and i\1rs. Leon Rathbun of Grover, Pa., started
One of the l elephanti,: killed by Carl Akeley in
tho other day with a ueighbor on an automobile riclc. South African hunting expeditioc to obtain specim
When they returnetl home twins had been added to for tlH' ::\luseum of l\atmal History was 11 fee t
the family.
inchP.R in hri~hl ·at the shoulder. The circumfere
The party .had gone onl.) a. few mile:. f~·om hom.e oi' the forrfr:•t wa . 7 iuches. thr lai·gest on record.
~v~en t~e drivel'. who ha.cl paid no aurut10n to ius Iright tw,k weighed no pound .
~rien~s rn the rear of the ei~r, "·~s asked to stop. ~um'l'hr lasi elepfiant o.f Zululand. a1\ old bull, was s
mg his bead he was sLar~lcu to imd Rathbun l~oldmg a 1101 so ver.v long ago. 'rhe eleplrnnt 8 of Rhodesia h
new b orn baby \\Tapped rn 01w of ilic aui;omob1lc robes. bc•t'll !'Xtc'rminatcd. Tn the 'J'ransvaal there are a f
H~ drove to a !arm honse, into which tile mother aucl stra~· 0 Jevhan1.s here and there, but they are going r
child WCl'C carried.
idly. There are also snppoi;rd to bE: 11 fa~w indiviclu
Before an ambulance ~ould be called to .take the Jt>ft in K.uysa Forest, hut 110 big herds. Those are
woman home she gave birth to a sccoud child. The whidi n·main of the South African herds with the
first t win was a boy and the second a girl.
ception of the now thrratened group in Addo Bush
ElC'phant slaughter, although it huf': heen carried
STRIPPED OF CLOTHES.
in native fashion for hunclrc>(ls of yeari:;, did not
With C\'Cl'Y stitch of eJothing stripped from his body, come dPvllst::iting until the' nineteenth century. 'r
G. \Y. ~rarl, an oiler, employed in the mill of the the wh:.t,, traders began to put firearms into t he ha
Olympic Mines Company, Vina, Nev., was picked up of the natiws and paid them what the natives cons
from tllr flo or of the mill by fellow employee~> and eretl good prices for elephant ivory. Then began
l'o\mcl to have suffPred no serious injury despite the t c.1rriftc destruction which resulted in the p ractical
fact that he was whirled around a rapidly moving termination of the Ph phants in many parts of t
!lllafting several times.
country, and particularly in South .Africa. At p r
Pearl '"as oiling the line shafting in the mill when ent s·, C' of the rnurope1111 gowrnments which arc
his clothing was entangled in a setscrew on the shaft- power
Africa exerc•ise efficient pl'otection over t
ing. 'l'he clothing held fast for a few seconde and he .herds i:i. certain placp: 11ot yet thickly settled. I
was putted onto the shafting and whirled around. Row believed that in Uganda. Briti.<>h East Africa, and al
many t imes he went around he could not tell, but certain parts of the Nile the herds are nearly hold "
wh en his clothes finally gave way he was shot to the their own. In many places the slau ghter of the co
floor of the mill and had nothing on but his shoes.
and young elephants is forbidden, and in some pa
.He has a few bruises to show for his experience.
o.f British territory it is forbidden to shoot even a b
elephant whose tusks weigh less than sixty poun
HOME-MAD~ WHISKY KILLS TWO WOMEN.
Elephant . hunting is regulated by law in the Bt>lgi;
'l'wo women who died in Camden, N. J., are be- Congo. The elephants of Togoland, formerly Germ
lieved to have been victims of home made whisky. West Africa, have seemed doomeLl to destructi on.
They are ~Irs. H. 'l'. Bryant, thirty-eight years old, there were n:o laws to protect them under German rnl
and :.'.\frs. Lillian i\Iaislancl, thirty-two.
Not ewu the baby rlephants were spared, and f r d'
'l'he police say a friend of 1'1Irs. Bryant presented her time to time a pair of iny lnsks were brought t o
with a bottle of alcoholic mixture he had prepared. traders. It is thought that laws may n ow be pass
She and Mrs. Maisland drank it at the Bryant home which will perhaps protrct th~ remainder of t he her
vester day. Later they became ill antl soon after mid- in this region 1 since it ha fallen into other hands. 'l
1
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HUNTED DOWN.
By Paul Braddon.

...

:

li;
•'t
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One morning the whole of Paris was thrown into a
state of the wildest excitemnt by the news that Mademoiselle Giraud had been murdered.
Paris was incredulous at first.
,
H d
. a ~t not seen her with its own eyes only the pr.e·
v1?us mght upon the boards of La Frivolite, dancing
with all the ease and grace that had originally made
her famous 1
Now dead-murdered 7
It was impossible.
It was true, nevertheless.
The as"assin, . whoever it might have been, had
struck home at the first blow, and no cry had alarmed
the rest of the inmates of the house.
The apartments were at once taken possession of by
1.
tue po 1ice authorities, and the following day the in_q uest upon the body of the murdered actress was held.
·The evidence brought to light many new facts relative to Mademoiselle GirPud.
In the first place she was married and her husban
had been living with her for more than two years pau.
This, however, was a secret known only to her ma.id,
who had kept it religiously.
Now, when brought before the court, she supplemented the information that monsieur and madame
did not live at all happily together.
:Madame was too fond of pleasure, sometimes, pernaps; in fact, very often drank too much champagne,
and to this monsieur objected.
1'hen ensued a domestic quarrel.
As this occurred three or four times a week, on the
whole it could not be said that their relations were
Ycry harmonious.
Only the night before, after madame's return from
the theater, a quarrel of unusual violence had taken
place, and monsieur had hastily packed a few articles
in a valise and left the house with the intention of
never returning.
This was the gist of the waiting maid's evidence.
. When cross-examined, however, she added that the
:!ause of the quarrel had been the rather too marked
attentions of a very great nobleman, the Duke de
Clarencieux.
,
f; Still1further examined. the maid admitted that she
~had not slept in the house that night, having some af(ifairs of her own to attend to, and when she returned
~the following morning she was horrified, agonized,
,:rantic to find ·'madame had been murdered.
' The detective in charge of the case had soon d.iscov·red the weapon with which the dee d had been done
0 -a long Italian dagger, which the ma.id identified at
f nee as having belonged to the murdered woman's
usband.
8
'r It had been thrown upon the floor beside the bed,
nd the assassin, when he had taken his departure,
a.d locked all the doors behind him,.
That the actress had struggled for her life was also
i ident, as upon her throat were the marks 0£ a man's
;.Ugers, while her breast was scratched, as if the cloth·
g had been torn violently from her body.

I

Every article of value, among them a handsome di3.-\
mond ring a:nd a watch and chain, still lay untouch.eci
upon the dressing-table.
I
Therefore, robeery certainly had not been the mo..i
ti':"e of !he crime, and there was only one other explan~·
at1on-Jealousy.
It was undoubtedly the husband who had eommi
ted the dark deed.
i
Th
, 1 _,I
e qua.rz:el of the previous night, the faet of ~
doors all ~mg locked-everything pointed to him as1
the assassm, and the whole detective force were set uj
work to trace his whereabouts.
· ·i
Meanwhile the novelty-loving Pari~ were -.,;~
6
fied by another excitemnt.
.......
. Madame the Duchess de Clarencienx, the wife of th~1
n~bleman whose name ha,s been mentioned as the ad- ·
m1rer o_f the murdered dancer, had been robbed.
A diamond necklace worth many thousands of\
fr~ncs, a~d which ~as invaluable as having been an
heirloom m the family for many generations, had beell\
stolen.
1

Ho~ or by whom was a mystery, and once m<lre th&!
detective force .had an intricate case to work up. · I
. T~e two :i-ffa.irs coming together made a more J:ast..i
mg impres.sion than either would have done alone.
In every ·salon and cafe the murder and nbbeey:1
were talked about and commented upon.
J
Many plausible theories connecting them were discussed-':ery ingenious some of them were--but only
?ne .man m the whole city of Paris really possessed au
mklmg of the truth.
This was Jules Chasson
·\
"Distrust any theory . that seems probable" had
al_:vays.been his professional motto, and now he ~gued
with himself that the murder of Madame Giraud by
her husband, prompted by jealousy, was too probable 1
to be altogether the true story of the crime.
He .had been among the officers first summoned upon 1
the discovery of the actress' death, and bending over
the bo~y, he had seen among the ruffles of her robe
somethmg th~t had escaped his companions' notice.
It was a dia~ond o~ peculiar brilliancy, which had
been torn from its settmg, and without mentionin"' his
discovery he placed the jewel in his pocket.
When the following day the news of the loss of the
duchess' diamonds was made public he saw in this
jewel torn from its setting the means of a connection
between the two affairs of which he alone held the·
clew.
His first proceeding was to take the gem to a noted
jeweler in the hope of its being recognized.
Here, however, a new phase of the case presented
itself.
The jewel was not a genuine one, but an imitation.
An admirable one, certainly, and would have deceive<;i even an expert in precious stones, but which,
submitted to the file, proved to be nothing but paste.
The detectiw was surprised, but not discouraged.
It modified the theory he had built up. certainly J
but with time and patience he felt confident he should !
yet solve the double mystery.
\
Meanwhile the <;>fficers upon the track of the missing J
husband had not been long in finding their man.
. He had gone direct to Bordeaux a.nd ~en passage
m a steamer fo~ Amerie&i
~- -- --- -0

j
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the brigand, and I had. t
Just as he -was about to step on board he was ar- would not come quietly,hospital and they do not thm
the
shoot him. He i.s in
rested and ln·ought back to Paris.
'l'he case agau1st him seemed so clear that no time he will recover. "
Chasson stepped from the witness box and withi
was lost, and within two weeks he was brought to
half an hour the husband of the murdere d worn
trial.
walked out of the courtroo m a free man.
dehis
in
say
··I am innocent ,' , was all he would
ances.
circumst
of
tion
combina
a
of
victim
f pm;e, "the
I admit that I was the unhappy woman's husband . I
was a mere boy when !..marrie d her, and it has jarred
GD.LS STUDIED.
my life. I coul9 endure the life I led no longer, and
Studying their J.esson8 between loads as they help
bidding her an eternal adieu, 1 determin ed to go to
oil t
America an d begin the world anew unde.Jt another their father in the field and burning midnigh t Litt
of
n
Sanderso
Gertrude
and'
reonly
.Agnes
can
I
round,
say;
I
year
name. I have no proofs of what
Rover, Kan., will have complete d \ their high scho
iwa t it i~ the truth.
man,
guilty
a
course in half time at the close of the present scho
His manner was certainly not that of
too
was
Besides the regular studies offered in their hi
him
year.
against
evidence
hut the circumst antial
school, they have taken correspo ndence work fro
strong .
messena
papers
the Home Study Departm ent of the Kansas Sta
bis
over
.A.s the judge was looking
ural College.
counsel.
's
Agricult
prisoner
the
to
note
a
handed
ger
[fostiJy glancing at it, the lawyer requeste d to be . Not only did these remarka ble young women assi
their father in the "field in addition to getting their le
a Jlowing 1o <:all another" witness for the defense.
'l'he judge allowed it, and a young man dressed n sons, but they accumul ated enough money by the ra
the height of fashion was ush ered into the witness box ing of waterme lons one year to buy pigs, and with t
'
profit from the pigs they bought calves. Now th
and SWOJ'Jl.
are contemp lating .selling their calve~ and start ra
'· Yonr name~" the advocate asked.
mules. Their father in exchang e for .the servi
ing
• " J ulrs Chasson ."
give him on the farm pays them in feed for th
d"
they
prisone
the
of
know
you
do
" "W hat
I
livestock .
"Nothin g personal ly. In my official capacity
know him to be innocent of the crime., of which he
i~ accused. The real assassin J have arrested ."
, HAND
The detective paused a moment and then resumed : SPORT AND BUSINESS IN WHALE
to
y
necessar
be
y la
will
it
northerl
case
the
most
the
explain
to
Hope,
order
Point
" ln
'l'he Eskimos of
refer to another snbject and although I have no doubt of Alaska, are assidious and successf ul whale hunte
my revelatio n will occasion c:onsidera ble scandal, my accordin g to workers for the Epi.scopal l\Iission at th
duty leaves me no choice. The second affair is the place. Pursuit of the whale COlll.bines for them b
robbery of the Duchess de Ularenci eux 's diamond s. sport and business and they have probably followed
'l'he explanation of their loss is remarka bly simple. for ages, but recently they have utilized modern aj
It was the duke who stole them.
In the spring when the wind is blowing from
Giraud,
shore, causing the ice to break up the " leads," th
'' The duke was infatuate d with Madame
of
idea
the
d
conceive
he
money,
of
assemble on the beach to wait for the "blow," wh
11nd being short
abstracti ng his wife's diamond s, and while raisf ng they set out in canoes to run their quarry down. Ea
money on the original substitut ed in their place it ,ta- of the canoes has an "Oomal ik" or captain with fi
or six men under him. The crews work on shar
tion ones.
to seven weeks, a
"Alas! for the duke's expectat ions, however , for The whaling season lasts from six
They t
undress.
never
men
the
over
is
it
paste
until
bad
already
madame the duchess herself had
a paxty
while
ice,
the
on
submitte d for the jewels. The duke, thus disappoi nt- turns sleeping upon a sled
the wh
When
lookout.
the
on
always
is
five
the
to
turn
four
ed in his calculati ons, determin ed at least to
a ca
launches
it
ed
discover
that
crew
the
sighted,
is
a11count
some
circumst ance to
possible
is
approach
Thus
head.
its
for
makes
'' He accordin gly lays the world-fa mous diamond s and
the whale's eyes being on the sides it .cannot see
at the feet of Madame Giraud, and begs she will only
ahead.
regard it as a mere trifle to w,.hat his love would urge rectly
the canoe has approach ed near enough,
\Vhen
account.
her
on
him to do
py a sweep of his paddle, brings it ~long
,
Oomalik
titled
her
''Her head utterly turned by thi.s proof of
and the harpoon er hurls his weapon, w
whale
the
her
with
quarrels
Giraud
Madame
lQver's devotion.
wi1ih a long line
husbcn<l, and v.Jien she lies down to sleep, afraid of is fastened to a wooden handle,
tied several
are
line
the
ot
~end
the
At
ta~hed.
her
around
them
clasps
the diamond s being stolen,
and her
harpoon,
the
to
affixed
bladders , while
neck beneath her sleeping robe.
ed, ·
introduc
been
have
methods
modern
where
'"l'hat night she is murdere d for the sake of the bomb-gun, fired by trigger and percussio n.
jewels, and the husband is arrested, and now stands
Within ten seeonds after the "\'91ale is harpoone
in the dock an almost convicte d assassin; but the real
bomb is exploded in its body. If the w
12-in~h
murdere r, my lord and gentleme n of the jury, is the
position is indicate d by the bladders
its
dives
my
in
here
hold
I
n
duke 's own valet, whose confessio
ll!le. By hoisting a flag the '' Ooma
the
tached to
hand.''
canoes to come to his aid. When
other
signals
''.And where is this valet?''
drawn up on the ic~ .,
"Parble ul" the detective said, regretfu lly, "he whale i.s kill'1d its I body is
0

'

CUT YOUR OWN HAIR
EASIER THAN SHAVING
PRICE TO INTRODUCE
O?iLY $1.00

You do not need uy exnerienee or practice to ute tl)e DU'PLEX
AUTOXATIO XAIR CUTTER. It comet to you ready tor blatant
uae, and ttvc minutes after yon receive it 7ou can ba•e you k&tr
cut betttr than it was ever cut betore.
The DlJ'l'LEX will cut u closely or trim no long ao y0u with it
to. No clippcn or oc!Jisorrare needed with the DUPI.EX; it AriWlet
the work completely. It cut• the frpnt hair lone and the b.!ck llair
abort. Trims nround the ears, etc.
·
Inolile of a very sl1ort time you will have to pny $2.00 for the
X>trl"LEX. The price today i1 $2.00, but while our present stock laoto
we will accept thia ad vertl•cment ~e same a• $1.00 Cash. f'ut It
out and send It with ONLY $1.00 and we will send you the DUPLEX
.AUTOMATIO HAIR CUTTER r eady for in•tnnt use, po1ta1:e 11&ld, to
any addrcu. SEND TODAY.
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RHEUMATISM

,. H RYBURN
cid-Stomach

Like I Did Mine" "'Says Pastor
Reed-Wife Also Rid
of Neuritis

Caused by

•

SuA"ered Tortures for Y61lre-Now Talllnc
Good News to Others.

' \at bitter heartburn, belcblni:. food·
atinll', indlccsUon, bloal alter eallnir-

l"l'

aU ,re c~u~l?d by acid-stomach. But they
an only lin t •rmptom1-d11oger ei11nal• kl

' All
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wa b you of a 1vjul troubles If not sti>1>1>ecl.
ljeadftche , b!liowme~s. rbeumUISm, sciatica,
that t ired! llBtless foellac, lack of eneri:y,
dlaalne11, asomnia, even cancer and nlcers
of tbe inte•tmea and many otlier a11men&a
are tre.ceable to ACID-STOMACH.
Tbou•and~-yea, mlliions-of people who
ought to be ·well and stronr are mere we&k·
lines because ol acid·stomaeb. They really
atarve in Ute midst ol plcn'y because they
clo noc get enou11h strcn&tll nnd vitality lro111
tbe food, they eat. '
Take EA'fONlO and give your atomacb a
c:hanco to do its work right. Make It stronc.
cool, •weet and oomlortable. EA'fONIO
brlnce auick relief tor heartburn, belcblnr.
lndigef;tlooland otber etomach miseries. Im·
proves dii;astion-be1ps you got lull 1trenftb
from your food. 'I'bousnndB say E4TONIO
11 tbe 11\0&t wonderful etomacb remedy lo
the worlll. Brougbt tbe1t1 reUel wbea ever1·
tbinc elac failed.
., Our bed te•timonlal is what EATONIC wUJ
uo tor J'OU. So get a bill' 60c box of EATON 10
today from your drui:glst, uae It fh•e dar•lt you're not plcaaed, return It .SD<l iret your
mODflY back.
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"Don't Believe That Old Humbbs About
•Uric Acid' Beine the Cause ot RheUIDar-

I

Emphatically usert!.ng that thousands
ot untortun nte ~ulfei:ers have 'been led into
t11klng wrong treatments under the old
and false belief that "Uric Acid" causes
rheumatism, Pastor H'. W. Reed sftys :"1 bad sutrered agony !Qr years from
rheumatism and associated dlisorqers, and
M'M. Reed Wlls tortured ;with the demon
neuritis almost beyond enAurance, We h11d
read and talked so much about 'Uric Acid'
thllt our minds seemed pb1soned. nut the
'Inner Mysteries of Rheumatism' made it
Pll cle~r to u~, and now we are both free
from ' sutrerlng and misery we endured so
many years. l believe I was the hardest
man In the world to convert! For me to
dtsca.rd the old 'Uric Af.ld' theory, and
what I now know tolbe absolnttitY it«•.
tor the new sclentltfc undenstaodb!~ fl.
the cause and cure of rheumatism,
like asking me to change my re11gious W"'\t
be·
~~:~una~eutdfy djodr ~~n~~'d a~t,~t w~~ ~
did so."
NOTE.-The Inner Myateriee 111 ~~"''
matism referred to above by Pastor Reed
lays bare facts a bout rheum, tlsm and Its
associated disorders overlooked by d<'<'tOI'll
and scientists for centuries past. It is a
work that should be in the h ands of every
man or woman who has the slightest symptoms of rheumatism, n euritis, lumbago or
gout. Anyone who sends name and address to H. P. Clearwater, 534 D street,
Hallowell, Maine, will reee!ve It by moil,
postage paid, and absolutely free. Send
now, lest you forget the address! It not a
sufterer, cut out this announceme11t and
b11ud It to some attUcted friends, -c· -.J
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Escape from Slavery/
NO MYSTERY IN THIS TRUE NARRATIVE
,.
UPPOSE a F'at Man and a Fat Woman became innocent victims of a relentless system of persecution.
that they at Jas;:t escaped their pursuers by changing their whole personal appearance. in ot h er

S

•
transforming themselves from heavy, waddling human porpoises to lithe, graceful and youth!ul looki1
Doubtless you would consider it an excellent mystery story if the fact that these !lllm iolks and the h e·
were one and the same could be kept 'till the vei·y last, solving the mystery of their t:scap e.
It 'would probably seem rather far-fetched to you, especially it you are stout yourself and you mil
the transformation as purely a figment of the author's imagination.
But do you know that what you might regard as very improbable is an actual fact of everyday life
anteed to happen under certain treatment by a very responsible company to the extent o! many $100 g1
The home-self treatment we refer to is called the KOREIN SYSTEM, which includes: I

For MEN
and WOMEN

...•

Now-if you follow the very simple rules which,
with Oil 01 Korein, constitute the Korein system,
befor e a great many days are passed you may expect
a distinct and encouraging difrerence In your weight
and m easurements. Buy Oil of Korein at. druggist's;
or by mail. Price one dollar in store, or wstpaid.
Perhaps you have tried violent exercising, religiously
taking long exhausting walks, painfully contorting
yours elf into all kinds of iidiculous shapes in an att empt to become thin.
Perhapa you have undertaken to reduce by doping
yourself with drastic drugs qr vicious purgatives, by
d e bilitatln~ sweat baths or harmful thyro' d.
If you
have done tnese things we Know you will we1com~
the mild, gentle, happy, smile-Invoking Korein system.
In Oil o1 Koreln there is nothing in the least injurious to 'lrealth. In fact. leading physicians recomm end the oomponent parts of the ~orein system in
obstinate and dangerous obesity cases.
I

Slender People Wih
You know yourself how impossible it would be ta
win a foot race with a bar o( pig iron suspe nded f1:om
your waist lin P ev en if you w ere slen de r and a-ct1ve.
You might get in at the finish bPfore 8<>meone else who
was buroen llkewi se·, btn: you coutG n ever 'vin.
So It Is when " "u try to win social or 'b'.!sines s
suce<"ss. Alway;o '.._ :s tha~ hm·d en of fat hol~~::::\' ;:ou
bacl)., denying you that full achi e v e rn ~ nt of your aiTIbltion,, love, lrealth and oth er d esires of your h•;art.

Do not tolerate your stoutness any longer.
Resolve
you shall have the svelt,
grace and winning personality of those_,...:,o are normal In w.,,._...- , anci appearani:I\-

' How to Buy It
Go to any busy drug •tore rigbt
now and e-et a box ot Oil or Koreln
or l1' you prefer send $1 to us direct.
We wlll ma.II you • box postpaid
in a via.in eoler. Bemember tile
auarantee. It assures you a new
J i.fe, one in which you wl 11 cease to

be burdened by the obje(' tionablo
fntJ that ties you down mentally and
11hyslc111ly,
shortentng your
yrs.rs
and malrlog YOU- th~ subJeCt of pity
and ill <'Ot\Cl':i.led derision. Start to
reduce gracefully aud toi: J'OUr own
uko begin to·day.

Free Book
"How to

Cctlu-::e

Wclght

Happily.,

r('!~~~~ ~~l\'nna~e vT:i~ a~od~~r~s aN~
0110 need lrnow the treat me nt you
ar<' u nd er talting. Start t o ~day am.l
i:u l N ise yo ur fr iends wll h tt woo tkrCul chan:io fer tho bN tcr.

KOREIN COMPANY, Inc.

NS-103, Station F,

New York, N. Y.
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